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Abstract 
Statistically, accidental residential and vehicle fires cause ~3000 fatalities, and ~$10 
billion in damages per year in the United States. To reduce the hazard, many flammable 
products are protected with bromated flame-retardants. However, studies have proven 
their use to pose major environmental and health hazards. A recent EPA mandate calls to 
phase out common formulations by 2014. To fill the void, incorporation of replacements 
is critical, however few offer such efficient and versatile protection. This dissertation 
intends to provide solutions through research and development of non-toxic zinc and 
calcium hydroxystannate (ZHS, CHS) nanoparticle based flame retardants for common 
textiles. 
Using low-temperature solution synthesis methods, single crystalline ZHS micro- and 
nanocubes have been successfully grown on pure tin substrates. Cube morphology was 
controlled by altering reaction time and chemical reagents. Their thermal decomposition 
process was investigated using differential scanning calorimetry, thermal gravitational 
analysis and electron microscopy. An endothermic peak near ~540K is attributed 
decomposition of ZHS into ZnSnO3. 
Furthermore, successful incorporation of hydroxystannate nanomaterial surface-coatings 
onto cotton, nylon and polyester textile fibers is achieved using a novel sustainable  
  
Gregory Michael Wrobel – University of Connecticut, 2013 
solution chemistry method. Alteration of the driving force/kinetics of nucleation and 
growth in these systems through control of precursor concentration, reaction time and 
temperature is used to tailor the coating particle morphology and mass loading. 
Associated fire-retardancy properties have been assessed and characterized by using 
standardized NFPA 705, ASTM D6413, and cone calorimetry tests. Hydroxystannate-
coated nylon and polyester textiles demonstrate marginal, if any, performance increase, 
partially resulting from the scaffolding effect. However, hydroxystannate-coated cotton 
exhibits pronounced improvements in flame retardancy via physical mechanisms 
including morphology induced thermal and oxygen barrier properties, and thermally 
induced endothermic phase changes. As a result, the hydroxystannate nanomaterial 
systems display superior time-to-ignition and peak heat release rates (PHRRs) in 
comparison with the leading commercial flame retardant cotton. Furthermore, the strong 
correlation between burn-rates and PHRRs suggests that burn-rate analysis may provide a 
simplified method of estimating these values when compared to expensive cone 
calorimetry. This research advances the understanding of hydroxystannate flame 
retardant surface coatings. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Safety and Sustainability  
Adoption of the sustainable method of using or harvesting resources without 
damage or depletion, is critical to ensure the longevity of the environment and human 
species. With an ever-increasing world population and consumption of energy/resources, 
the 21st century demands global sustainable safety, materials, energy and technology. As 
a result, the volume of research geared towards next generation sustainable technology is 
on the rise. However, competing challenges of cost, supply and manufacturing remain as 
major setbacks and the adoption of sustainable technologies has been slow and limited in 
scope. 
Sustainable systems, as it’s generally understood, cannot be scarce, expensive, 
toxic, non-recyclable or regionally unstable. Yet, in academia, the study of eco-friendly 
low-cost and scalable materials processing has often been neglected1. Although critical 
towards scientific understanding, much of the current academic research focuses on lab 
scale materials synthesis and performance studies. Developments are advancing closer 
towards true sustainability, but remains far from the target. Extensive focus is placed on 
energy and transportation, while less lucrative, yet important categories trail behind. 
True sustainability is not limited to energy and transportation, it must be part of 
all aspects of human life, including fire safety. With accidental residential/vehicle fires 
causing nearly 3,000 U.S. fatalities (87.9% related to smoke inhalation) and ~$11 billion 
in damages every year, sustainable fire security remains an important and challenging 
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issue not only in the U.S., but around the world2. Ultimately, these numbers must 
decrease, eventually reaching zero.  
Currently, as a preventative measure, many furnishings and combustible polymer 
based products are treated with flame retardant systems (FRS). Although decreasing the 
product’s fire hazard, many of the leading flame retardant systems are based on 
unsustainable toxic materials such as bromine. Continued improvement in fire safety 
requires the development of new sustainable FRS. 
1.2 Fire Safety Statistics 
 Ever since humans harnessed fire, its unwanted destruction has been an 
unfortunate side effect. Two notable examples are the great fires of London in September 
1666 and Chicago in October 1871 which had burnt for days and decimated vast portions 
of the cities. In response, new fire protection policy was implemented and has continued 
through the present day. In an era when many of our belongings are made of synthetic 
polymers, we are faced with evolving fire prevention challenges and strategies to 
minimize the combustion hazards.   
In response to improved fire safety guidelines introduced decades ago, many 
polymer-based goods, such as sofa cushions, carpets, appliances etc., are treated with 
flame-retardants (FRs) prior to purchase. FRs reduce the risk of fire, increase escape time 
and largely have helped decrease the number fire related injuries and fatalities. 
Nevertheless, fire safety statics remain staggeringly high. According to the National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA), in 2011, U.S. fire departments responded to an estimated 
 703,500 structure and vehicle fires, up 2% from 2010
injuries and totaled more than $11.4 billion dollars in direct property 
 Figure 1 shows that the #1 and #2 causes of death in residential fires don’t result
solely from burns, which account for 5.1% of fatalities
burns and/or smoke inhalation, 
respectively, according to the U.S. Fire Administration. The data suggests reduction in 
smoke production in residential fires can reduce yearly fire related fatalities by up to 
87.9%. 
Figure 1: The top contributors in residential 
the National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS)).
Despite our best efforts including awareness throug
well maintained fire departments etc., the need for additional protection 
The U.S. mandates fire safety education from a very young age. Most Americans can 
remember a time in grade school where they had learned about fire detectors, stop drop 
and roll, etc. Education however, can only go so far. 
of fatal residential fires where 90% of the know causes are unintentional. Humans make 
mistakes and therefore additional protection is required.
3
, resulting in 2,940 fatalities,
damage
. Rather, most fatalities
accounting for 46.8% and 40.1% of residential fatalities, 
fire fatalities during 2008-2012. (Data from 
 
h education, fire safety codes, 
is indispensable. 
Figure 2 illustrates the known causes 
  
 16,825 
2
.  
 
 result from 
 
 Figure 2: The statistical causes of fatal residential building fires in the years 2008 
through 2010. (Data from the National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS)).
The statistics have caught the attention of the 
which had put forth $35 million dollars in fire safety grants
end of 2012. The first objective 
towards education, awareness, code enforcement and fire/ar
include ensuring building owners comply with fire safety code
ignition sources, upholding
alarms and preserving awareness 
research and development activity
maintain optimum safety, health and wellness
include burns, physical exhaustion, lack of oxygen
inhalation. As our frontline
importance.  
4
Department of Homeland Security, 
 towards two main goals
is Fire Prevention and Safety (FP&S) activity
son investigation.
, identification of
 fire escape plans, maintaining smoke/carbon monoxide 
from the general populace. The second objective
 geared towards reducing firefighter fatalities 
 on the job. Their job related hazards 
, dehydration, overheating and smoke 
 of protection against fires, their safety is 
 
 
 at the 
 geared 
 Goals may 
 possible 
 is 
to help 
of utmost 
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1.2.1 Smoke and Toxic Gasses 
 Surprisingly, burns fall well behind smoke inhalation as the number one cause of 
fire related fatalities3-5. Quick spreading fires may block exits while the development 
opaque smoke limits visibility and increases airborne toxins. Airborne hazards may have 
no visible appearance or smell and it’s not uncommon to breath hazardous volumes of 
toxins without realizing it until hours or days later when symptoms arise. Complications 
of inhalation involve post-exposure lung complications like server inflammatory 
responses and may lead to long-term chronic conditions or even death5. Therefore, this 
section discusses details and considerations of primary gas phase hazards. 
 Upon combustion, flammables are converted into smoke, a complex mixture of 
decomposition products. Its composition is determined by the combustion kinetics 
dictated by the host material and its surroundings. Studies conclude that the factors 
defining the constituents and proportions of smoke include ventilation, heat flux, 
volume/nature of the fuel etc6-8. With so many variables, it is challenging to manufacture 
real-world fire scenarios in a research environment. Laboratory fire toxicity tests often 
show little practical quantitative differences between most materials, like natural verses 
synthetic, which limits the possibility of choosing safer materials for any given 
application5. The principal acute gas phase hazards have been identified and prioritized as 
follows: 
Carbon monoxide > hydrogen cyanide > carbon dioxide > oxygen 
depletion > irritant gasses > solid and liquid particles > nitrogen oxides > 
carcinogens > dioxins and other products  
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 Carbon monoxide is identified as the most significant because it’s produced in 
most combustion situations, especially during incomplete combustion and in the early 
stages of a fire when the magnitude of heat is insufficient to drive combustion reactions 
towards completion, which would otherwise favor CO2 production over CO. Other 
factors contributing to high CO quantities are low heat smoldering, insufficient ambient 
oxygen, quenched flame reactions and the presence of stable hydrocarbons3, 4. Most 
unwanted indoor fires include large temperature gradients, depleted oxygen and high 
levels of CO buildup. A formulation has been developed to predict CO quantities based 
on the equivalence ratio, ϕ, in the equation below4. 
         
 As CO yield increases, ϕ increases and can be as large as 5 in developed, poorly 
ventilated fires4. It is relatively easy to quantify CO relative to other gas phase toxins and 
consequently it receives the highest degree of attention4. When flame retardants are used, 
studies often indicate elevated levels of potentially deadly CO and/or asphyxiate 
production9, 10. Yet overall, report of CO and other asphyxiates is not required in many of 
the standardized fire safety tests and remains understudied.  
 The production of airborne solid particulate matter, like soot, provides an 
additional hazard. Soot is carbon particulate matter varying from 100 - 2000Å in 
circumference (typically 100 - 500Å) comprised of 20 - 30Å graphite crystallites 
produced through incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons11. The smallest soot particles 
φ = actual fuel/air ratio
stoichiometric fuel/air ratio
φ >1 well ventilated burn
φ =1 stoichiometric burn
φ <1 poorly ventilated burn
Typical CO 
yield (g/g)
0.01
0.05
0.2
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are found in bright smokeless flames, with the largest are found in the dark smoke of 
incomplete combustion. A deep breath of black, soot filled smoke may easily cause the 
onset of uncontrollable coughing and gasping for air, a vicious cycle. The evolution of 
the proportion of toxic gasses and soot depends on: 
• The rate and stage of fire development (e.g. smoldering, flaming or 
flashover) 
• The materials being burnt, especially early in the fire 
• Ventilation conditions (e.g. available oxygen) 
 Most indoor fires suffer from poor ventilation and therefore the formation of large 
amounts of smoke and toxic gas is practically unavoidable12. Dark smoke obscures 
visibility, slowing or even preventing escape. Quick escape is critical and smoke 
detectors are the essential first line of defense. Unluckily, dead batteries or insufficient 
placement limits coverage means smoke alarms are not foolproof. As an additional line of 
defense, it’s common to use secondary material/chemical means to impart flame 
retardancy in polymeric systems for fire safety. 
1.3 Flame Retardant Systems 
As most residential fires are accidental, education/awareness, code enforcement 
and well-maintained fire departments are extremely effective, yet, not entirely 
satisfactory. Consequently, many combustible products are processed with flame 
retardants to decrease the likelihood and severity of accidental fires. 
Historically, as human reliance of fire and heat has risen, so has the risk. In 
response, policies and the use of general flame retardants have been implemented. 
Romans had treated wooden siege towers with alum and textiles with clay for superior 
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flame retardancy. Improvements were notable, yet durability was not. Early FRs were 
especially prone to water rinse off and mechanical removal, an issue that’s still not 
entirely solved to this day.  
 The first patented chemical flame retardant patented in Great Britain during 1735 
was made of non-durable borax, vitriol and additional minerals13. Decades later, resulting 
from numerous theater fires, the French government ordered the first systematic study 
when Guy-Lussac identified ammonium phosphate (still in use) as effective against 
theater curtain fires14. In the following decades numerous advancements in FR science 
has led to today’s top technologies.  
 FRs are characterized by the classic tradeoff between cost, functionality, 
durability and toxicity15. Effective FRs are too often toxic and may contribute to toxic 
smoke/gas production, the leading cause of fatalities in residential settings16. Conversely, 
non-toxic smoke suppressant FRs are effective only in high quantities, which can be 
prohibitive to wide-spread adoption17. With so many variables involved, FRs are often 
designed to pass particular tests and no universal flame retardants exist. There remains a 
need for scientific advancements to balance the tradeoffs.  
 The basic functions of FRs are to restrict or stop the onset of combustion, limit the 
heat release, and ideally reduce the quantity of toxic gas products. The interactions 
between FRs and polymers are complex and must be tested specifically for each polymer 
formulation. Understanding of flame retardancy starts with discussion of combustion.  
 
 
 1.3.1 Combustion 
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 Figure 4: Graphical depiction of the development of fire as represented by temperature as 
a function of time.   
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Figure 5: Schematic of the various processes of combustion
1.3.2 Current Technologies
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assumed correlate with real-world scenarios. Nevertheless, a great deal of effort has been 
made in creating quantitative parameters to help standardize fire testing results. Common 
factors include 21:  
• Ignitability: How readily a material will catch fire under certain conditions 
• Propagation: How quickly the fire spreads following ignition 
• Heat Release: Quantity of heat energy released during the fire 
• Afterglow: Duration that glowing embers continue to burn following the 
extinguished flame 
• Dripping characteristics, smoke generation and char yields 
 Although there are a wide variety of FRs in use, the most commonly discussed are 
those based on halogens, phosphorous/nitrogen or metal hydroxide compounds. Halogen 
compounds generally act to disrupt of the chemical chain reaction. Phosphorous 
compounds enhance char production and metal hydroxides undergo endothermic phase 
change, releasing gas upon heating. FRs may be applied to a polymeric system in a 
variety of ways and depend on the interactions between the FR and polymer, cost 
effectiveness and performance. Methods include surface coatings, back-coating and 
fillers. 
 Fillers are generally relatively inert inorganics (carbonates, hydrates and 
hydroxides) added to process-melt of synthetic polymers and are considered to be 
extremely durable21. Some fillers, such as nanofillers, have been demonstrated not only to 
improve flame retardancy of the material, but also increase its mechanical performance22. 
Some adsorb heat through endothermic decompositions and release gasses such as H2O 
vapor to provide significant dilution and cooling of flammable volatiles21. For maximum 
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effectiveness, the decomposition temperature of fillers must be close to that of the 
polymer. 
 Table 1 provides the glass transition temperature (Tg), melting temperature (Tm), 
temperature of pyrolysis (Tp), temperature of flaming combustion (Tc) and the heat of 
combustion (∆Hc) of common textile materials3. Unlike synthetic polymers, natural 
materials like cotton and wool do not exhibit softening or melting and therefore Tm 
values are not provided.  
Fiber Tg, °C  Tm, °C  Tp, °C  Tc, °C  ∆Hc, kJ g-1 
  (softens) (melts) (pyrolysis) (ignition)   
Cotton - - 350 350 19 
Wool - - 245 600 27 
Nylon 6 50 215 431 450 39 
Nylon 6.6 50 265 403 530 32 
Polyester 85 255 437 480 24 
Polypropylene -20 165 470 550 44 
PVC <80 >180 >180 450 21 
Acrylic 100 >220 290 >250 32 
Table 1: Glass transition temperature (Tg), melting temperature (Tm), temperature of 
pyrolysis (Tp), temperature of flaming combustion (Tc) and the heat of combustion (∆Hc) 
of common fiber materials. 
 It’s worth noting that any filler, inert or not, will have general improvements 
towards flame retardancy by reducing the volume of available fuel when used in 
sufficient quantities21. The resulting modification to heat capacity, thermal conductivity, 
reflectivity, emissivity, oxygen diffusion, pyrolysis products, polymer melt rheology and 
char durability affects the heat distribution throughout the system. Although generally 
beneficial, inert fillers are not typically sufficient to provide satisfactory fire retardancy21. 
Protection of natural polymers cannot be achieved with fillers, but rather, surface 
coatings.  
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 Surface coatings may be applied either as a single-sided back-coating or as a 
continuous coating. Textile back-coatings do not penetrate through the entirety of the 
fabric, preserving aesthetics and limiting unwanted FR/polymer chemical interactions23.  
It is critical that the back-coating exhibits efficient transfer of its FR properties to the 
front of the fabric when an ignition source is applied24. Continuous coatings cover most, 
if not all, of the surface area of the polymer or textile. For example, phosphorous FR 
formulations are applied to the surface of cotton fibers25.  
 Often, several FR formulations exist for each polymer. The best choice is based 
upon considerations such as durability, toxicity, expense, polymer properties and 
operational environment. The following sections dive further into the details of selected 
FR systems. 
1.3.2.1 Halogens and Synergistic Antimony Trioxide 
 Halogen-antimony (HA) FR systems have been extremely successful in bulk 
polymer and back-coated textile industries. Their vapor phase mode of action classifies 
these FRs as extremely effective in low-quantities, and are therefore cost-effective and 
some of the most popular in the field. Other FR systems are regularly compared against 
it.  
 Decabromodiphenyl oxide and hexabromocyclododecane are popular bromated 
compounds used on textiles. Upon heating, these compounds decompose and release 
chemically active HBr and Br to disrupt the chemical chain reaction of decomposition/ 
oxidation3. Antimony oxide may be added as a synergist to enhance this effect. 
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Combustion induced formation of antimony halides and oxyhalides releases halogen 
radicals through the following reactions:26-28. 
 
Equation 1: R, CH2, H and OH radicals are part of the oxidative chemical chain 
reaction consuming fuel (R.CH3) and oxygen.  
 The Br (or in some systems Cl) in the last equation scavenges hydrogen and 
oxygen atoms, effectively stealing them away from oxidation reactions which limits the 
production of heat. By reducing available oxygen that would otherwise react with carbon, 
an increase in char is expected. This FR mechanism is one of the most effective in the 
field and no other FRs achieve the same degree of flame retardancy, in low quantities, in 
such a wide range of polymers. 
 HA compounds are not generally added as fillers because of the tendency to react 
with the polymer, but rather, are usually coupled with a resin binder and applied 
topically3. Despite effectiveness, negative effects towards the polymer include a general 
increased smoke production, undesirable rigidity and/or brittleness, pigmentation and/or 
limited photostability29. Even greater a concern is toxicity and environmental 
accumulation.  
 HA FRs are so commonly used in commercial goods that a measureable wide-
spread contamination in the environment and in humans has been identified and 
scrutinized. Recent work has found polybromated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) to disrupt 
thyroid hormone functions30-32 and exhibit neurotoxicity33. Two of the three common 
R.Br → R• +Br•
Br• + R.CH3 → R.CH2 +HBr
HBr +OH • → H2O+Br
•
H • +HBr → H2 +Br
•
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PBDE mixtures were phased out of use in in the U.S in 2004 but the results weren’t 
entirely satisfactory. Still increasing in the environment, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) declared PBDEs to be phased out of use by 201416. Some 
chlorinated FRs have also been suggested to be an environmental hazard. 
 Dechlorant Plus (DP) is a high production volume, chlorinated flame retardant. A 
recent review by Sverko et al. suggested that it’s becoming a global environmental 
contaminant34. With potential for relatively long environmental half-life and 
bioaccumulation hazard, DP may experience increased scrutiny as a commercial flame 
retardant in the years to come. Overall, halogenated FRs are very effective but the 
hazards may outweigh the benefits. 
1.3.2.2 Phosphorous Flame Retardants 
 Phosphorous-based flame retardants have been recognized and produced since the 
discovery of ammonium phosphate as a FR. Phosphorous FRs are effectively used in 
polycarbonates, polyesters, polyamides (nylons), epoxy resins, polyurethane foams, and 
cotton35.  
 The primary mode of action is char formation. Specific phosphorous FR 
formulations must be tailored to particular polymer systems to facilitate the necessary 
chemical reactions required to promote charring35. Upon heating, release of 
polyphosporic acid phosphorylates C(6) hydroxyl groups and acts as an acidic catalyst of 
dehydration. This oversimplified description is responsible for limiting the overall 
quantity of flammable volatiles while promoting accelerated char-formation, a quality 
possessed by the highest performing flame-retardants3, 35. 
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Popular commercial cotton flame-retardants are mostly phosphorous-based and 
operate by reducing of the formation of volatiles and catalyzing char formation3. One of 
the most popular is known as Proban™, based on tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium 
chloride (THPC), [(CH2OH)4P]Cl. Formation of an insoluble polymer shell fills the 
cotton the fiber voids and is held in place by physical, not chemical, bonding which 
creates a harsh feel and requires softening before it is comfortable to wear25. As an 
alternative, Pyrovatex™ bonds to cotton via crosslinking for a durable interface with 
excellent wrinkle/crease recovery properties. Unfortunately the crosslinking alters the 
cellulose bonds resulting in a decrease of the mechanical integrity of the fabric25.  
 Compared to halogenated FR systems, phosphorous FRs boast advantages 
including lower density, no antimony synergist, decreased production of toxic gas and 
smoke, greater char formation, less health/environmental risk, and better photostability35. 
Conversely, the disadvantages including, lower thermal stability, polymer dependent 
effectiveness, no effective synergist, tendency to uptake moisture, chemically reactivity, 
greater cost, and recyclability issues.   
 With the safety of HA systems under heavy scrutiny, there will be a move 
towards alternative FR systems, and the future of phosphorous based FRs is promising. 
However, phosphorous is chemically active and may pose health concerns as well. To 
promote true sustainability and prevent a “lesser of two evils” approach, phosphorous FR 
systems must be tailored to avoid potential phosphorylating or alkylating reactions with 
biologically important molecules35. One route to achieve this is the creation and use of 
phosphorous compounds too large to pass through cell membranes etc. Not all FRs 
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systems pose environmental and health risks. Such materials include inorganic metal 
hydroxides. 
1.3.2.3 Metal Hydroxides 
 
 As non-toxic alternatives to halogen-antimony fire retardants, inorganic 
hydroxide fillers, Al(OH)3, Mg(OH)2 and ZnSn(OH)6, operate via physical mechanisms. 
Thermal decomposition releases non-flammable shielding vapors to help cool the 
polymer matrix, dilute volatile gasses, and produce a porous carbon char near the 
polymer surface3, 17, 19, 36. The best outcome is obtained when the filler and polymer have 
similar decomposition temperatures. Despite requiring significantly higher concentrations 
than their toxic cousins (up to 65%), these materials may help suppress the formation of 
CO and deadly smoke.  
 Requiring such large filler concentrations, these compounds have been known to 
degrade mechanical, physical and electrical properties of the polymer. However, with 
simple surface modification, Al(OH)3 and Mg(OH)2 may actually improve the 
mechanical performance of some polymers37. Filler materials are especially important in 
electrical cable housings, where halogenated compounds accelerate corrosion of the 
surrounding metal components and phosphorus exhibits limited effectiveness. As a side 
note, neither Al(OH)3 nor Mg(OH)2 can be used in thermoplastic polyester because they 
may catalyze its thermal decomposition. 
 Fillers are added to the polymer melt and must exhibit thermal stability above the 
processing temperature otherwise it will decompose and eliminate the desirable FR 
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properties and limits its application potential. Decomposition temperatures, enthalpy of 
decomposition and water release volumes of common FR fillers are outlined in Table 2.  
Material Td ∆H Water Release 
  (°C) (kcal/cm3) (g/cm3) 
Al(OH)3 180 -21.8 0.84 
Mg(OH)2 300 -12.7 0.73 
ZnSn(OH)6 300 -15.2 0.60 
CaSn(OH)6 370   -32.6  - 
Table 2: Decomposition temperature (Td), enthalpy of decomposition (∆H), and 
associated volume release of water from selected hydroxide materials.  
1.3.2.4 Zinc Hydroxystannate 
The focus of this research revolves around hydroxystannate materials and 
therefore will receive additional attention here. Zinc hydroxystannate (ZHS, ZnSn(OH)6) 
and zinc stannate (ZS, ZnSnO3) were first demonstrated during the early 1990s as non-
toxic synergistic fire retardant and smoke suppressant fillers for an array of polymeric 
materials, including poly(vinyl chloride), polyester resins, chlorinated rubbers, alkyd 
paints, epoxy adhesives and EVA co-polymer39. It is commercially available in products 
including cable housings, floor and wall coverings, conveyor belting, thermosets and 
some industrial paints and coatings39. However, ZHS is relatively expensive which limits 
its wide spread commercial adoption.  
As previously mentioned, the endothermic reaction adsorbs heat and releases 
shielding/char forming H2O vapor40. Decomposition of zinc hydroxystannate is as 
follows: 
2ZnSn(OH)6 (s)  2ZnSnO3(s) + 3H2O (g)  Zn2SnO4 (s) + SnO2 (s) 
Studies show ZHS as a FR synergist when coupled with Al(OH)3, Mg(OH)2 and 
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halogenated-compounds42, 43. It has been has been confirmed to reduce the density and 
volume of smoke produced in halogen containing polyester resins, performing 
substantially better than Sb2O3 29. Additionally, nano-coatings of ZHS on Al(OH)3 and 
Mg(OH)2 have shown better flame retardancy performance compared to non-coated 
equivalent volumes of each. 
ZHS nano-formulations have shown enhanced FR properties when compared with 
bulk materials. Studies of nanoparticulate ZHS 0.1 – 0.3µm have shown performance 
benefits when compared with typical commercial grade ZHS (2 – 3µm particle size). In 
addition to general all-around improvements towards FR and smoke suppression, ZHS 
nanoparticles don’t settle out of thermosetting resins, and can be used where translucency 
is required41. Despite its extensive study in synthetic polymers, few studies have 
examined its performance on natural textiles, like cotton.  
ZHS has been demonstrated as a back-coatings on cotton at substantial 40 and 50 
wt.% and had prevented flaming combustion44
.
 But to the best of our knowledge, there 
haven’t been any studies showing ZHS as a continuous coating on cotton fibers/textiles 
which would certainly benefit the field. As FR effectiveness depends on a variety of 
factors, back-coatings may offer insights, but is not representative of a continuous surface 
coating. Moreover, there have been few if any demonstrations of ZHS as a surface 
coating on synthetic polymers like nylon and polyester. Although we know it’s effective 
as a filler in these materials, its demonstration as a surface coating on synthetic polymer 
textiles is of interest too. 
  Hypothetically in this arrangement
oxygen barrier, decreasing the rate and intensity
Assuming a continuous planar surface coating, an oversimplified
in Figure 6. On the left an ignition source
of ZHS experiences an arbitrarily high temperature and oxygen concentration that 
decreases through its thickness
reaching the fiber surface as shown in the plot on 
Figure 6: Schematic of the proposed thermal/oxygen barrier created by a continuous 
surface coating of ZHS. From right to left there is heat, ZHS coating and textile. 
relative oxygen concentration and temperature decreases through the ZHS coating.
1.3.2.5 Other Hydroxystannates
Despite the existence of many other hydroxystannates of the form MSn(OH)
where M = a divalent metal cation
retardant. Other compounds include, but are not limited to,
Sr, and Ni and follow the same, or similar, endothermic decomposition and water release 
as does ZHS40: 
2MSn(OH)6 (s)
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 All except CdSn(OH)6 have been studied as FR fillers in polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC)39, 45-47. Reported results were promising, with some formulations performing better 
than ZHS in limiting oxygen index and smoke production tests. The promising results 
warrant further investigation of hydroxystannate FRs in other material systems. 
The presence of foreign cations is known influence combustion behavior of 
cellulose, the major component of cotton48. Particularly, Ca2+ ions are known to reduce 
the formation of flammable leveglucosan and promote protective char in cotton48. Seeing 
that Zn and Sn partially volatilizes from ZHS during combustion49, 50, it may be true of 
calcium hydroxystannates and others. It is conceivable that CHS may be more effective 
than ZHS as a FR surface coating on cotton. A proof of concept study investigating 
calcium and zinc hydroxystannate micro- and nanoparticle coatings on cotton would 
surely benefit the field of fire safety and is the root of this thesis work.  
1.3.2.6 Nanomaterials 
Through precise size and morphology control, nanomaterials exhibit 
extraordinarily high surface area and novel size dependent structure and functional 
characteristics tailored to meet technological demands51, including flame retardancy. 
Whether it’s reducing the size of conventional bulk FR fillers or adding inert 
nanoparticles, the nanostructured additions may not only improve fire retardancy, but in 
many instances improve the mechanical and electrical properties of the polymer host. 
Mixtures of nanoparticles in a polymer matrix, known as nanocomposites, slows the rate 
of heat release while improving melt dripping properties and is nearly independent of 
nanomaterial composition52.  
 As an example, the addition of
exhibited a 20-70% reduction in the peak heat release rate (PHRR)
7. Graphite isn’t traditionally considered a FR material but the results are undeniable
Dispersion was shown to be a 
graphite showed little to no improvement
Figure 7: Peak heat release rates of virgin polystyrene[×], with 1% graphite [
graphite [] and 5% graphite [
copied from 53. 
A proposed generalized FR
pyrolysis through the formation of protective, nanomaterial rich barriers during 
decomposition. The barriers 
time for radical recombination reactions 
The improvements, however,
tests, as the nanocomposites do slowly burn and c
Nanocomposites can be 
retardancy properties. One approach is to replace a fraction of the flame retardant, like 
Al(OH)3 or Mg(OH)2 with organoclays. 
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 well-dispersed nano-graphite, in polystyrene had
53, 54
 as seen in 
key factor in the reduction of PHRR as poorly 
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∆]. B5A [], is a blend containing 5% graphite. 
 mechanism has been attributed to slowing polymer 
slow the escape of decomposition radicals, provide
and increase the burn-time of the polymer
 were not sufficient to pass any regulatory flame 
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 properties than either of the 
benefit is promising and may provide additional means to improve efficiency and reduce 
costs. FR materials don’t have to
nanoscale dimensions.  
It’s been demonstrated that 
delayed time to ignition when compared with
wt.%21, 57 as shown in Figure 
detrimental effects towards processing and the polymer’s
with the fine particles. 
Figure 8: Time to ignition as a function of filler loading for fine and coarse 
particle size in PMMA. Plot copied
As of 2008 there were two notable commercially available
UL-94 V rated plastic wire/cable housings
formulation combining clay with 
is a product with better mechanical and thermal properties 
Al(OH)3 alone58, 59. Another 
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for UL-94 V rated polyolefin organoclay nanocomposites. Many others are likely 
available at this time.   
1.3.2.7 Glass-Based Flame Retardants 
 Although not as common as the other discussed FRs, the following is interesting 
and is worth a brief discussion. Ceepree, the trademark and property of ICI Chemicals & 
Polymers Ltd., is a specially designed powdered glass filler for use in a wide variety of 
materials including plastics, epoxies, composites and sealants. Unlike classic FR fillers 
which offer flame retardancy via decomposition and provide little benefit afterward, 
Ceepree is claimed to work for extended duration combustion situations, operating 
through the range of 350 - 900°C. On heating the glass melts to encapsulate and fuse with 
the combustible material, char, etc60. It acts physically as a thermal/oxygen barrier and 
restricts combustible volatiles from escaping. Ceepree is well suited for systems like 
composites, which are often difficult to provide FR without notable property degradation.  
1.3.2.8 Cotton and Flame Retardancy 
 Cotton is a natural 90-95% cellulose based polymer typically requires treatment to 
prevent ignition from any size flame. Thermal analysis studies have shown cotton to 
ignite at ~350 - 425°C [61]. With ample available oxygen, thermal decomposition causes a 
breakdown of the cellulose molecules into highly flammable leveglucosan and other 
compounds. Flammable products are immediately fed into the exothermic chain reaction 
producing a quick to ignite, high heat release combustion process.  
 Flame-retardants are generally applied to cotton as a chemical post-treatment and 
may be with aqueous simple salts, cellulose-reactive chemicals, or back-coatings61. There 
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are many FR formulations including: non-durable simple salts, like ammonium 
phosphates, boric acid, polyphosphate or polybromide; durable functional finishes based 
on either alkylphosphonamide derivatives or tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium salts; 
and semi-durable antimony-bromine back-coatings. Cotton is extremely popular and 
therefore continued investigations of new/modified FRs are always of interest. ZHS has 
been demonstrated as a semi-durable back-coating on cotton44, however it would be 
interesting to investigate it as a continuous surface coating.  
 There are limited numbers of studies showing inorganic surface coatings on 
cotton. Devaux et. al. have coated organoclays, up to 60%, on cotton surface with little 
improvement towards heat release rates via cone calorimetry62. A comparison between 
organoclays and hydroxystannate-coated cotton is of interest and would help answer 
questions about the role of endothermic decomposition and release of water vapor.  
 It’s known that nano-ZHS filler formulations (0.1 - 0.3µm particles) provide 
superior FR and physical properties compared with coarse (2 - 3µm particles) and the 
findings had led to a patent41, 63. As a partial extension to this discovery, it would be 
noteworthy to establish the role of nano versus micro particle hydroxystannate textiles 
surface coatings. Answers to these questions and more can be attained through various 
standardized flame tests.  
1.4 Textile Flame Tests 
In the past decades development of flame testing standards have increased 
dramatically. Tests range from small to large scale; horizontal to vertical sample 
orientation; heat supplied from a radiant or flame source; and each calls for distinctive 
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data to be collected. All tests aim to maximize reproducibility by limiting variables. 
Unfortunately due to the diverse and complex nature of real-world fire scenarios, test 
results cannot be used to explicitly define a FR material’s real-world performance. 
However, when properly tested and interpreted, the results do provide sufficient insights. 
With so many available standardized tests, it goes beyond the scope of this work to 
discuss them all. The tests used in this thesis work will be discussed in the following.  
 
1.4.1 NFPA 705: Standard Methods of Fire Tests and Flame Propagation of 
Textiles and Films 
 
 NFPA 705 is a binary pass/fail flame retardancy test. It’s designed for fire safety 
marshals, and the like, to perform quick field-tests to confirm or disprove sufficient FR of 
decorations etc. within venues exhibiting high potential for fire hazard. In essence, a 
safety inspector would take a snip of fabric from an unseen portion of material and 
perform the test on-site to judge its flame retardancy.  
 The essentials of the test are outlined as follows: A standard sample with 
minimum dimensions of 0.5″ x 4″ (12.7mm x 101.6mm) is held vertically and brought 
into the flame of a wooden match, or equivalent, for 12 seconds. The material passes the 
test if: 
1. The flame doesn't travel 4″ or more up the length of the sample;  
2. There is no more than two seconds of flame following removal of the match. 
3. Burning material cannot continue to burn if it falls to the floor.  
Because of the simplicity of the test, it’s convenient for proof-of-concept work on 
small samples. On the downside, with nominal control of variables, it’s difficult to obtain 
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reproducible and scientifically significant results. For instance, the sample size is defined 
by a minimum with no upper limit, the heat supplied from a match is inconsistent and the 
test is to be performed by hand with no special rig to hold the sample. 
 In this thesis work, additional testing parameters are added for consistency. 
Samples are set to a thickness of one inch and a length ≥4.5″ and marked in 0.5″ 
increments for burn-rate analysis via video monitoring. A 99.9% pure methane source is 
supplied to a Terrill burner with the choke closed. The flame is set to 0.75″ tall and 
applied for 12s using an electronic controller. The samples are secured on a chemistry 
ring stand, and the bottom of the sample is 0.5″ over the top of the burner. If it is desired 
to have highly controlled testing parameters, one may look to ASTM standardized tests.   
1.4.2 ASTM D6413: Standard Test Method for Flame Resistance of Textiles 
ASTM D6413 standardizes vertical flame testing by carefully controlling pre-
conditioning. Textiles must be conditioned at 65 ± 2% humidity, and 23°C ± 1°C 
temperature. Sample size is normalized at 3″ x 10″, ignition flame size at 0.75″, and the 
methane flame source is output at 2 ± 0.5psi. Despite being a highly controlled test, data 
is provided through observation and timing which doesn’t provide significant quantitative 
information. 
The test procedure is described as follows: the fabric samples are mounted in the 
metal sample holder and placed in a metal test cabinet, with the bottom of the fabric 
placed 0.5″ above the bottom of the flame applied for 12s. After the flame application 
time, measurements are taken for char length, flame duration (afterflame), the duration 
glowing combustion following afterflame (known as afterglow), and recording critical 
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observations like melt dripping of synthetic polymers. For more quantitative results, cone 
calorimetry is considered the gold standard in fire safety testing. 
1.4.3 Cone Calorimetry  
 The cone calorimeter is intended to mimic real-world fire scenarios on a small 
scale, and does it rather well18. It remains the standard test in determining the combustion 
performance of materials by providing an evaluation of ignitability, heat release rates, 
and smoke production by measuring oxygen consumption, amongst other variables.   
 A horizontally mounted sample is exposed to a constant quantity of radiant heat 
(between 10 and 100 kW/m2) applied by a conical heater, highlighted in orange in Figure 
9. An igniter sparks at a regular interval while the applied radiant heat decomposes 
specimen into volatile gasses. Ignition occurs when the oxidizing volatiles reach the 
critical concentration to facilitate flaming combustion and the self-feeding decomposition 
cycle18. Time-to-ignition (tig) depends on a number of factors and can be described 
through the following equation: 
 
Equation 2: κ = thermal conductivity, c = material heat capacity, ρ = density, To = 
ambient/starting temperature, Tig = ignition temperature; CHF = critical heat flux for 
ignition; and qext = applied heat flux.  
 A critical heat flux is required for the material to reach the ignition temperature 
and according to Equation 2, there is a linear relationship between the external heat flux 
and tig 18. Consequently, ignitability of the material is a function of the critical heat flux, 
time-to-ignition and ignition temperature. However, these values are not entirely intrinsic 
tig =
π
4
κρc
Tig −T0
qext −CHF






2
 material properties, as modifications to the setup of the cone calorimeter may
values significantly18. 
 
Figure 9: Schematic of the cone calorimeter. 
load cell and under a radiant conical heater
between the heater and sample. The exhaust hood is equipped to measure smoke opacity, 
CO2, CO, pressure, temperature
 The most important parameter 
attained through measurements in the exhaust duct 
pressure, and temperature through the following equation. It is said to be the most 
important parameter in fire safety
Q
•
(t)
Equation 3: (∆h/ro) equals 1.31 x 103 kJ/kg, 
instantaneous pressure difference, 
concentration and XO2 is instantaneous oxygen concentration in the exhaust duct. 
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A horizontally mounted sample sits atop a 
 (orange). The ignition source is located 
 and oxygen concentration. 
provided though cone calorimetry heat release rate 
including oxygen concentrat
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C = daily calibration constant, 
Te = exhaust temperature, X0O2 = ambient oxygen 
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 In the meantime, analytical equipment monitors oxygen consumption, mass, 
smoke obscuration and CO/CO2, to be processed into the following data (and it’s 
variations): 
• Time to ignition (s) 
• Specimen mass vs. time (g/s) 
• Heat release (mJ/m2) 
• Smoke extinction area (m2/s) 
• Production of CO and CO2 (g) 
 
1.4.4 Limiting Oxygen Index 
 Although not used in this thesis work, limiting oxygen index (LOI) is a popular 
combustion evaluation tool to determine the minimum concentration of oxygen required 
to support flaming combustion18. A specimen is vertically mounted in a glass test column 
with a controlled upward flowing nitrogen/oxygen mixture. The specimen is ignited from 
the top and if the flame lasts for longer than 3min, or if the flame quickly extinguishes, 
the oxygen concentration is decreased or increased, respectively, and the test is repeated 
until combustion is supported. LOI values are reported as minimum percentage of oxygen 
required to support combustion and thus, higher values of LOI are considered better. 
 LOI values are difficult to correlate to real-world fire scenarios because real fires 
may continue to burn readily even when oxygen has been consumed to within a few 
percent. Nevertheless, the values generally correlate well with time-to-ignition 
measurements.  
1.5 Additional Stannate/Hydroxystannate Background 
Although this thesis work focuses hydroxystannates as flame-retardants, 
sustainability is an important underlying theme. For completeness, this section provides 
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additional discussion of sustainable hydroxystannates (MSn(OH)6) and their 
technologically important decomposition products and applications. These non-toxic 
materials provide a wide range of properties and application potential depending on ‘M’ 
(M = Mg2+, Ca2+, Zn2+, Cu2+, Mn2+, Fe2+, or Ni2+). Incorporation of stannates into 
sustainable technology is in its infancy and rapidly expanding. 
 Through thermal decomposition, hydroxystannates transform into stannates 
(~250 - 340°C) and spinel stannates (~560 - 750°C) with the following reaction40:  
2MSn(OH)6  2MSnO3 + 6H2O  M2SnO4 + SnO2. 
Through a precipitation reaction between Na2SnO3 and a corresponding divalent 
metal nitrate, chloride or sulfate, hydroxystannates can be synthesized at room 
temperature in less than half-hour, making them truly viable for commercial 
technologies65-68. Other synthesis methods include co-precipitation, ion exchange, 
sonochemical and hydrothermal depositions69-72. Many of these techniques either lack 
robustness, or require further additives and processing to control particle dispersion and 
stability. Despite a moderate volume of available of literature, overall research has not 
been tailored towards novel synthesis exploits or advanced commercial applications. Zinc 
stannates may be the most largely studied to date.  
Aside from the fire retardant property, the commonly amorphous ZnSnO3 (ZS) 
has been demonstrated in gas sensing, photocatalysts, and Li-ion battery anodes19, 50, 73-76. 
Crystalline ZS exhibits ferroelectricity with an experimental remnant polarization of 
47µC/cm2 [73]. The available literature consists of only a handful of papers, leaving much 
room for the further development of morphology, crystallinity, and doping for high 
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performance applications. The second decomposition material, spinel zinc stannate, 
(SZS: Zn2SnO4) boasts applications as transparent conducting electrodes, gas sensors, 
field effect transistors (FET), and photovoltaics77-80. In a similar application category are 
calcium hydroxystannates (CHS, CaSnO3).  
CHS undergoes the same decomposition mechanism as described in the beginning 
of this section. With an endothermic phase change and release of water vapor, CHS has 
been minimally studied as a FR and is worth further investigation. Although CHS is not 
known as a functional material, in the past decade, research effort on calcium stannate 
(CS; CaSnO3) has increased dramatically. Much of the research has been geared towards 
doped CS photoluminescence and phosphors81-85, Li-ion battery anodes86-88, catalysts66, 89, 
and gas sensors90. A handful of publications had focused on spinel calcium stannate 
(SCS; Ca2SnO4) photoluminescence properties as novel phosphor material91, 92. 
With such a wide range of applications, developments towards robust, low-cost 
fabrication methods would greatly contribute to the wider commercial use of these 
nontoxic, multifunctional materials93.  
1.6 Objective of Thesis 
 The current technological state of the art is fast becoming obsolete in wake of 
associated environmental and health concerns. Practical new developments are driven by 
the necessity of “green” technology as replacements. Increasing the performance of 
existing technologies or replacing conventional materials with eco-friendly materials is 
the inevitable path towards the sustainable goal. Research and development (R&D) of 
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safe and abundant stannate materials pushes sustainable safety and energy technology 
one step forward towards achieving sustainability1.  
 This thesis work is intended to expand upon the methods and scientific 
understanding of zinc and calcium hydroxystannates synthesis and its demonstration as 
surface coated FRs on common textile materials. This work will help to satisfy the shift 
towards sustainable, non-toxic flame retardants by focusing on simple, cost-effective and 
environmentally friendly processing and to relate its associated fire safety performance to 
the material structure and properties. 
 Particle size, shape, composition and crystallinity will be studied via electron 
microscopy, energy dispersive x-ray analysis and x-ray diffraction before and after 
combustion. Flame retardancy will be judged based on the pass/fail assessment of NFPA 
705; observations through ASTM D6413; burn-rate analysis; time-to-ignition, time-of-
flame and heat release rate information provided by cone calorimetry. 
1.7 Structure of Thesis 
 This thesis is comprised of six chapters. The first chapter provides an introduction 
to the concept of sustainable technology, fire safety and the benefits that nanomaterials 
may provide to both. The second chapter outlines experimental procedures needed to 
replicate and/or expand upon this work. The third chapter showcases synthesis and 
characterization of zinc hydroxystannate micro and nanocubes on tin substrates. The 
fourth chapter provides the proof of concept work of ZHS as a flame retardant surface 
coating on lightweight cotton, nylon and polyester fabrics. Chapter 5 delivers an in-depth 
analysis of synthesis and the flame retardancy function of ZHS and CHS coatings on 
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medium/heavyweight cotton textiles. Finally, Chapter 6 provides conclusions, impact and 
outlook of this work.  
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Chapter 2: Experimental Procedure 
2.1 Low Temperature Seedless Solution Synthesis of Zinc Hydroxystannate on 
Tin Substrates 
 All chemicals were used as received from the manufacturer without further 
purification93. Three types of tin substrates were used including: polycrystalline tin rods 
(99.95%, Alfa Aesar), single crystal tin [(100), (110), and (111) ± 2% orientations; 
Princeton Scientific] and 1mm thick tin foil (99.9985%, Alfa Aesar). The tin rods were 
cut into 12.4mm tall pucks with the top face ground and polished to a final 6µm using a 
standard metallurgical procedure. Single crystal tin and foils were cut to size using a 
sharp razor blade. Prior to synthesis, all substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in hexanes 
(Chromasolv grade, Aldrich) for 3 min, dried with compressed argon gas (UHP, 
Matheson), and plasma cleaned (Harrick Plasma) in argon (UHP, Matheson) for 2 min.  
 Synthesis was performed at 60°C from 2 - 24h in sealed 125mL 100% PTFE 
bottles containing 50mL of an aqueous solution of 20mM or 150mM Zn(NO3)2  6H2O 
(ZNH, >99.0%, Fluka), 20mM hexamethylenetetramine (HMT; 99%+, Aldrich) and 
0mM or 140mM 1,3-diaminopropane (DAP; 98%, Alfa Aesar). The substrates were 
mounted with the polished surface facing downward (pucks and single crystals) or 
suspended vertically (foils) to prevent any gravitational deposition of precipitates on the 
polished growth surface. Following incubation, substrates were removed, immediately 
rinsed in de-ionized water and dried with compressed argon gas.  
 The quantity of dissolved tin used to calculate metal etch rate was estimated using 
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-AES; Spectro Gensesis) 
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equipped with a concentric gas nebulizer and argon torch.   
 The chemical composition, morphology, and structure were determined using 
JOEL 6335F field emission electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy 
dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS), a Philip E420 and JOEL 4000X transmission 
electron microscopes (TEM) and an x-ray diffractometer (XRD; Bruker AXS D5005, Cu 
Kα radiation, λ = 1.540598Å). The oxide layer thickness on Sn substrates was estimated 
using sputter-assisted x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPA; PHI 5000 Versa Probe). 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using TA Instruments Q500 with 
argon purge gas (UHP, Matheson) in platinum sample pans. Differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) was carried out using a TA Instruments Q20 with aluminum sample 
pans.  
2.2 Zinc Hydroxystannate Coated Polyester, Nylon, and Cotton Textiles 
 All chemicals and materials were used as received from the manufacturer without 
further purification. Three standard quality fabrics including flannel cotton, “high-
performance” nylon and crepe suiting polyester fabrics were obtained through a 
commercial fabric retailer. Prior to synthesis, fabrics were cut into 3″ x 10″ strips, 
cleaned for 10min via sonication in ethanol, pad then oven dried at 100°C to drive out 
residual moisture. To improve fabric wettability each was plasma treated in air for 1min 
on each side and introduced to the aqueous precursor solution within 15min.  
 Synthesis was performed with a room temperature solution-based co-precipitation 
reaction. Samples were dipped in 500mM aqueous Na2SnO33H2O, (SST; 98% Alfa 
Aesar) dried at 100°C and repeated a total of 3x. Samples were then immersed into a 
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solution of 200mM Zn(NO3)26H2O (ZNH; >99% Sigma-Aldrich) for 30min, and 
thoroughly rinsed in deionized water to remove non-reacted chemical species then dried 
at 100°C. 
 Sample morphology, crystal structure and composition was characterized by 
JOEL 6335F field emission electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy 
dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS), and a Bruker AXS D8 Advance x-ray 
diffractometer (XRD, Cu Kα radiation, λ = 1.541Å). To improve conductivity for SEM 
imagining, samples were coated with a thin layer of AuPd or Ag. 
 Flame retardancy performance characteristics were characterized using National 
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 705: “Recommended Practice for a Field Flame Test 
for Textiles and Films” and ASTM D6413 “Standard Test Method for Flame Resistance 
of Textiles”. NFPA 705 samples were cut to 0.5″ x 6″, marked at 0.5″ increments, affixed 
to a chemistry ring-stand and the samples were ignited with a wooden match as dictated 
by the standard. Tests were recorded on video to establish sample burn-rates. ASTM 
D6413 samples were tested as directed with one exception. Due to equipment limitations, 
the fabric conditioning was performed at 24 ±1°C.  
2.3 Hydroxystannate Coated Cotton Textiles: Synthesis, Characterization and 
In-Depth Flame Retardancy Evaluation 
 
 All chemicals were used as received from the manufacturer without further 
purification. Standard quality medium/heavyweight (9oz/yrd2) cotton was obtained 
from a commercial retailer. To ensure removal of natural surface pectin and waxes 
and enhance local wettability of the cotton, the fabrics were scoured in a solution of 
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20g/l NaOH at 95°C for 90min. The fabrics were repeatedly and aggressively rinsed 
in clean deionized water until the pH = 7. 
  The precipitation reaction had been modified from the procedure outlined in 
section 2.2. Prior to synthesis, the cotton was conditioned at ~105°C for at least 4 
hours to drive out residual moisture. Immediately following, the samples were 
immersed into a solution of either 10mM, 100mM, 250mM, 500mM, or 1000mM 
Na2SnO33H2O, (SST; 98% Alfa Aesar) for 5min, vertically drip-dried for 30s, and then 
rotated 180° and held for an additional 15s. Samples were then dried at 105°C for at least 
4 hours. Immediately out of the oven, samples were immersed in a solution (at the same 
concentration as the first SST soak) of either Zn(NO3)26H2O (ZNH; >99% Sigma 
Aldrich) or Ca(NO3)24H2O (CNH, 98%, Alfa Aesar) for 5min, 1h, 5hr, or 24hr. Samples 
were drip-dried for 15s, and aggressively rinsed 3x in clean deionized water to remove 
unreacted chemicals.  
 Sample morphology, crystal structure and composition was characterized by a 
JOEL 6335F field emission electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy 
dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS), an scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(STEM), JOEL 2010 FasTEM high-resolution transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
and a Bruker AXS D8 Advance x-ray diffractometer (XRD, Cu Kα radiation, λ = 
1.541Å). To improve conductivity for SEM imagining, samples were coated with a thin 
layer of AuPd. 
 The ZHS particle cross-section was made with a FEI Strata 400S DualBeam 
system equipped with a Focused Gallium Ion Beam (FIB), scanning tunneling electron 
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microscope (STEM), Pt deposition system, SEM, and Omniprobe manipulator. ZHS 
particles were isolated from the cotton substrate and deposited onto a copper foil 
substrate. The particle was coated with a 1µm thick layer of Pt to protect the particle from 
stay ion damage during milling. A trench was milled with the FIB on each side of the 
ZHS particle to create a thin “coupon” which was thinned to 1µm before being removed 
and secured to an Omniprobe TEM grid where it was thinned to a final thickness of 
50nm. 
 Fire performance characteristics were evaluated via National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) 705: “Recommended Practice for a Field Flame Test for Textiles 
and Films” and cone calorimetry. NFPA 705 was performed on 1″ x 4.5″ samples, 
marked in 0.5″ for burn-rate analysis. Samples were vertically mounted on a chemistry 
ring stand and exposed to a 0.75″ methane flame (99%, Airgas) at 2psi with the choke of 
the Tirrill burner closed. The 12s application of flame was controlled with a custom 
electronic controller and each experiment was video recorded and analyzed to establish 
burn-rate characteristics.  
 Cone calorimetry (FTT Cone Calorimeter: ISO 5660 ASTM E 1354) was 
performed in the Department of Fire Protection Engineering at the Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute (WPI), Worcester, MA. The cone underwent daily calibration in accordance with 
ASTM E 1354 in order to ensure accurate testing results. Three samples of each 
composition were tested at 25kW/m2 and 35kW/m2 applied heat fluxes. The relatively 
low volume of the fabric samples produced smoke and CO/CO2 data near the resolution 
of the machine and therefore this data is not provided in the results and discussion 
(Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 3: Low temperature Seedless Solution Synthesis of 
Zinc Hydroxystannate on Tin Substrates  
 
 With zinc hydroxystannate as a common precursor to the advanced functional 
materials of zinc stannate and spinel zinc stannate, Chapter 3 focuses on the low 
temperature seedless solution synthesis of zinc hydroxystannate on tin substrates. 
Emphasis is given to the discussion of the solution chemistry and substrate orientation 
and its effect on particle size and areal density. Thermal decomposition of zinc 
hydroxystannate was studied to help clarify the varied reported values in literature. 
3.1 Zinc Hydroxystannate Synthesis on Tin Substrates  
 Following the experimental procedure outline in section 2.1, typical single 
crystalline ZHS cube films on tin substrates following 17hr incubation in an zinc nitrate, 
hexamethylenetetramine (HMT) and 1,3 diaminopropane (DAP) solution can be seen in 
Figure 10 a). The microcubes exhibit an areal density of about 700mm-2 and about 15µm 
side length. Exclusion of DAP from the growth solution under identical synthesis 
parameters yields notably smaller ~350nm cubes and substantially higher areal density of 
~55,800mm-2, as shown in Figure 10 b). Similar results can be obtained using unpolished 
tin foils. Extending the incubation time to ~24hr yields a continuous ZHS film of 
overlapping interpenetrating microcubes (Figure 10 c))93. 
 Complementary characterization methods were utilized to determine the structure 
and composition of the ZHS films. Figure 10 d) shows the typical XRD spectrum of a 
continuous cube film, like the one shown in Figure 10 c), over the 2θ range of 20 - 80°. 
The peaks of α-Sn (I41/amd, JCPDS 4-673) and SnO (P4/nmm, JCPDS 6-395) have been 
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identified and labeled with asterisks (*) and crosses (+), respectively. The remaining 
peaks have been identified and labeled as cubic ZnSn(OH)6 (Pn3m, a = 7.80 Å, JCPDS 
01-073-2384). The EDS analysis of a representative 10µm cube is depicted in Figure 10 
e). The cube was found to have the following composition: O ~ 76.8 ± 2.3 atomic (at.) %, 
Zn ~ 12.6 ± 0.5 at. % and Sn ~ 10.6 ± 2.7 at. %. Within the given experimental error, the 
atomic ratio of O:Zn:Sn are in close agreement with the 6:1:1 ratio of stoichiometric 
ZnSn(OH)6 [93].    
 
Figure 10: ZHS cube films on a polished, polycrystalline Sn substrate: (a) SEM image of 
micrometer-sized cubes from the ZNH, HMT, and DAP solution. (b) SEM image of 
nanosized cubes grown without DAP. (c) SEM image of interpenetrated cubes from the 
ZNH, HMT, and DAP solution. (d) XRD spectrum of a dense cube film; the miller-
indexed peaks correspond to the cubic-structured ZnSn(OH)6, while the stars (*) and 
crosses (+) identify α-Sn and SnO peaks, respectively. (e) EDXS spectrum of a 10µm 
cube93. 
 Figure 12 a) shows a bright field TEM micrograph of a 1µm ZHS cube. The 
corresponding selected area diffraction pattern in Figure 12 c) can be indexed with an 
incident electron beam along the [001] direction according to the cubic-phased 
ZnSn(OH)6 structure. Considering the diffraction pattern and image, it can be concluded 
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that the ZHS cube is enclosed by six equivalent {001} crystal planes. After tilting the 
sample ~27° around the [101] axis, the projected image of a tilted cube is shown in 
Figure 12 b). The corresponding diffraction pattern in Figure 12 d) can be indexed with 
the incident electron beam as the [102]  direction93. The tilt angle of the sample 
corresponds with the angle between [001] and [102]  directions. 
 
Figure 11: SEM images of ZHS cubes grown on single crystal tin with (a) (100), (b) 
(110), and (c) (111) orientations, respectively. Typical SEM images of mixed ZHS cube 
and ZnO rod films on polycrystalline tin substrates grown using (d) a one-step hydro- 
thermal synthesis with 150mM ZNH and (e) a two-step process93. 
 Figure 10 a, b) undoubtedly shows that variation of the ligand type (HMT vs 
DAP) can be exploited to control the areal density and cube size. Correspondingly, 
altering the reaction time was found to alter the ZHS cube morphology93. Specifically, a 
reduced synthesis time, 2hr, in the presence of DAP produced smaller, ~1.5μm cubes at 
~28,000mm-2. Extending the reaction to 24hr produced a dense 
overlapping/interpenetrating ZHS cube layer (Figure 10 c)). Further time increase 
showed no size increase due to Sn surface passivation by the continuous ZHS film. 
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Figure 12: Typical TEM images of a representative ZHS cube before (a) and after (b) 
tilting of the cube by ∼27° with respect to the left edge ([010] axis); (c) and (d) electron 
diffraction patterns corresponding to panels (a) and (b), respectively93. 
 As evident in Figure 10 a, b, and c), ZHS cubes grew in random orientations on 
the polyscystalline Sn substrate. Similarly, when grown on single crystal (100), (110), 
and (111) surfaces under identical reaction condition, no preferred cube orientation was 
observed (Figure 11 a, b, c)). However, substrate orientation did affect the size and areal 
density of the ZHS films. The (100) substrate in Figure 11 a) yielded ZHS cubes with an 
average size of 5 - 10µm and a density of ~1340mm-2. Growth on the (110) surface 
produced smaller ~2 - 3µm cubes at ~3000mm-2 while the (111) orientated substrate 
contained ~3 - 5µm cubes and areal density of ~3000mm-2. Therefore, ZHS cube growth 
was the most favorable on polycrystalline substrates, followed by the (100), (111), and 
(110) single crystal substrates93. Because the only source for the Sn4+ ions available for 
the ZHS growth comes from the tin metal oxidation/dissolution, Sn metal etch rate is 
expected to follow the same trend in this system. Hence, HMT and DAP assisted Sn etch-
rate increases in the order of polycrystalline > (100) > (111) > (110). However, a more 
detailed investigation is necessary to better quantify this effect.  
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 A second look at Figure 11 c) shows simultaneous growth of zinc oxide (ZnO) 
microrods on the (111) Sn surface (confirmed with EDXS and TEM analysis). This is not 
surprising, as ZnO rods growth has been reported on a variety of different substrates 
under similar solution processing conditions94-97. In fact, by raising the zinc nitrate 
concentration from 20 to 150mM promoted the formation ZnO rods on the 
polycrystalline Sn samples (Figure 11 d)). The nanorods appeared to grow 
simultaneously with neighboring ZHS cubes forming an interpenetrating network. To 
help determine if the ZnO rods nucleate from the substrate or the ZHS cubes, a two-step 
growth experiment was executed93. First, sparse ZHS films like the ones illustrated in 
Figure 10 a), were synthesized on a polycrystalline Sn substrate. Following a deionized 
water rinse, the same samples were then incubated in a fresh growth solution. The 
resulting ZHS/ZnO films shown in Figure 11 e) suggesting the preferential growth of 
ZnO nanorods from the Sn substrate. This can be attributed to the positively charged Sn 
surface, which favors surface binding of negative hydroxyl ions and dissolved zinc 
hydroxide complexes. The availability of free and complexed hydroxyl groups near the 
surface enables ZnO nanorod and growth through zinc hydroxide formation and 
precipitation upon thermal activation98, 99. Conversely, ZHS remains negatively charged, 
resulting in fewer surface hydroxyl ions, which decreases the probability of precipitating 
zinc hydroxide nuclei and the subsequent ZnO rod growth93. As can be seen in Figure 11 
e), upon successful nucleation from ZHS cube facets, the ZnO rods grow in sparse, 
flowerlike bundles. Similar formations ZnO formations grown in zinc sulfate, HMT and 
ethylenediamine solutions have been reported100. 
 While a similar nucleation process is likely to occur on both the ZHS and Sn 
 surfaces, competitive growth from densely packed nuclei results in termination of the 
ZnO crystal side branches, producing better aligned nanorods on the Sn surface as 
compared to the flowerlike structures on the ZHS
nanorods and ZHS cubes may support fine morphology control and deserves
detailed investigation. 
Figure 13: Thermally induced dehydration and weight loss of ZHS cube film during 
heating: DSC = solid line; TGA = dashed line
 ZHS nucleation on Sn substrates 
nucleation followed by a “dissolutio
starts from the HMT decomposition to ammonia to formaldehyde
protonation of ammonia pro
When DAP is added to these solutions, the hydroxide concentration 
significantly (pH ~11.0) due to the greater basicity of the DAP molecules present at 
higher concentration. The next step is
layer generally present on metallic surfaces
layer thickness was determined to be ~32
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nm and ~6nm for the untreated and polished 
 a more 
This process 
t 
increases 
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sample surfaces, respectively93. The oxide layer dissolution produces stannite and 
stannate ions, with the former oxidized to the latter in the presence of dissolved 
oxygen106. Devoid of protective oxide coating, the exposed Sn metal oxidized and 
dissolves, while the resulting Sn4+ ions most likely complex with ammonia and DAP93. 
Sn(s) = Sn4+ (aq) + 4e-                                                                              (1) 
Sn4+(aq) + xOH- (aq) + yNH3(aq) + zDAP(aq) 
= Sn(OH)x(NH3)y(DAP)z(x-4)-(aq)                                             (2) 
 Metal oxidation described by reaction 1 is facilitated by dissolved oxygen and 
possible reduction of nitrate to nitrite107. Meanwhile, the extent of metal dissolution is 
strongly dependent on the concentration of hydroxide, ammonia, and DAP ligands 
available for complexation as described by reaction 2. The most severe surface etching 
with a dissolution rate of ~60nm/hr occurred when DAP was present in the growth 
solution. Conversely, tin samples incubated in solutions containing no DAP dissolved at 
~0.12nm/hr. This difference can be attributed to the dual effect of increased solution pH 
and higher stability of the Sn(OH)x(DAP)z(x-4)- complexes as compared with Sn(OH)x(x-4)-. 
 Subsequent formation of ZHS from solvated Sn4+ and Zn2+ species in alkaline 
solutions have been documented elsewhere108. In the absence of other ligands, OH- 
complexes with Sn4+ and Zn2+ to form Sn(OH)62- and Zn(OH)42-, respectively93. Under 
aqueous conditions, ZHS nuclei form quickly followed by growth to yield cube-shaped 
crystals. In the presence of ammonia and DAP, the process is likely similar, albeit with 
altered nucleation and growth kinetics as reported previously for the hydrothermal 
synthesis of zinc oxide crystals104.  
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 In the basis of the above data and discussion, the proposed growth mechanisms of 
the ZHS cubes on tin surfaces is as follows: (1) Hydroxide and ligand initiated oxide 
dissolution followed by metal oxidation and dissolution, (2) heterogeneous nucleation at 
the most favorable defect sites brought about by local supersaturation of Sn(OH)62- and 
Zn(OH)42- precursors as well as their ammonia/DAP complexes near the substrate 
surface, (3) growth of ZHS cubes from the formed nuclei, and (4) passivation of the 
metal surface by a continuous ZHS film93. More detailed studies aimed specifically at 
clarifying the mechanism responsible for the ZHS cube film formation would expand 
upon the specifics of this mechanism.  
 In addition to exploring synthesis of ZHS cubes from Sn substrates, their thermal 
decomposition properties have also been examined with TGA and DSC. The DSC was 
performed over a 50 - 400°C range while heating 15°C/min, while TGA was carried out 
from 50 - 800°C at 20°C/min. Figure 13 illustrates the results of the investigation93. The 
sharp peak centered at ~233°C in the DSC plot corresponds to the melting point of Sn at 
231°C. It is a result of the sample preparation method whereby ZHS crystals were 
collected from the substrate via physical scraping. The endothermal dehydration of ZHS 
into amorphous ZnSnO3 is observed as a broad peak at ~267°C: 40 
ZnSn(OH)6 (s)  ZnSnO3 (s)+ 3H2O (g)                                    (3) 
 The transition temperature is ~37°C higher than previous reports102, 109 and may 
be attributed to sample contamination by SnO and/or ZnO impurities. Correspondingly, 
the TGA curve exhibits a sharp decrease in mass starting at ~202°C and ending at 
~262°C due to the loss of water upon ZHS decomposition in accord with reaction 3 [93]. 
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The total weight loss at 450°C was calculated to be ~6.1%, as compared with the 
expected 18.1% based on stoichiometry of reaction 3 102. This difference results from the 
presence of impurities including Sn, SnO and ZnO which did not contribute to the mass 
loss. 
 Figure 14 illustrates the induced morphology changes in ZHS cubes films from 
thermal annealing. Figure 14 a, b) are typical high-resolution SEM images acquired 
before and after annealing at 400°C for 2.8hr, respectively. Annealing produced 
significant roughening of the crystal faces along with the appearance of nanosized 
asperities. Exposure to a focused 15keV electron has produced similar morphology 
changes, as shown in Figure 14 c). The morphological changes were more pronounced in 
the case of higher energy electron irradiation (400keV), as illustrated in Figure 14 d). The 
exposed cube region became irregularly shaped with concurrent phase transformation to 
an amorphous structure as confirmed by the diffusive ring electron diffraction pattern in 
Figure 14 e). The unirradiated portion of the cube exhibits a single crystalline diffraction 
pattern in Figure 14 f). Therefore, it is possible that electron beam irradiation resulted in 
the dehydration of ZHS into amorphous ZnSnO3 due to localized heating40. 
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Figure 14: Effect of thermal annealing on the ZHS crystalline morphology: (a) high-
resolution SEM image of as-grown cubes and (b) post thermal annealing at 400°C for 
2.8hr: (c) SEM image of a twinned intersection of four single crystal cubes following 
15keV electron beam irradiation for ~10 min: (d) TEM image of the top portion of the 
cube exposed to a focused 400keV electron beam for ~2min: (e) a diffusive electron 
diffraction ring pattern corresponding to the top portion of the cube in (d), and (f) a single 
crystal [001] electron diffraction pattern corresponding to the lower part of the cube in (d) 
93
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3.2 Chapter Conclusions 
 In summary, single crystalline ZHS cube films on pure tin substrates were 
synthesized in a one-step hydrothermal process. The cube size and areal density were 
affected by the choice of reagent concentration, growth temperature, and time. Reaction 
at higher zinc nitrate concentration resulted in the formation of zinc oxide nanorods in 
addition to the ZHS cubes, both nucleated from the underlying tin substrate93. Sequential 
synthesis, on the other hand, demonstrated ZnO nanorod nucleation from the ZHS 
crystallites, although less preferentially as compared with the tin surface. DAP and 
hexamethylenetetramine assisted etching of oxidized Sn surfaces was found to play an 
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important role in the nucleation and growth of zinc hydroxystannate cubes on these 
substrates. 
 DSC and TGA confirmed endothermal dehydration of ZHS into amorphous 
ZnSnO3 at ~540 K. Thermally induced dehydration process resulting from either direct 
heating or electron beam irradiation led to similar ZHS crystal morphology changes. 
Specifically, the crystal faces were roughened along with the appearance of nanosized 
asperities. Nonetheless, more detailed studies of ZHS decomposition characteristics are 
needed to further the understanding of this material’s fire-retardant and smoke-
suppressant properties93. 
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Chapter 4: Zinc Hydroxystannate Coated Nylon, Polyester 
and Cotton Textiles 
 
 Chapter 4 is the preliminary flame retardancy work used to establish zinc 
hydroxystannate as a textile flame retardant surface coating. This section covers the 
synthesis of ZHS on the textiles and its effect towards the flame retardancy of each as 
determined with NFPA 705 and ASTM D6413 procedures. The results from this section 
led to the advanced study presented in Chapter 5.  
In this study, we have successfully synthesized ZHS micro and nanocube films 
onto both natural and synthetic fabrics, including cotton, nylon and polyester through 
simple room temperature solution co-precipitation processing. The fabric/ZHS mass ratio 
and burn/melt properties of each material have been suggested to play important roles in 
their thermal degradation resistance and fire-retardancy abilities. 
4.1 Results and Discussion 
 Following the experimental outline presented in section 2.2, ZHS particle coatings 
have been synthesized on cotton, polyester, and nylon fabrics. Figure 15 (a, c, e) and (b, 
d, f) shows typical SEM micrographs of the untreated and ZHS-coated fabrics, 
respectively. The first processing steps create a coating of Na2SnO3 on the textile fibers. 
Introduction into the solution of Zn(NO3)2 facilitates the co-precipitation reaction of ZHS 
particles ranging from 0.2 - 3µm in diameter on the fiber surfaces20.  
The nearly uniform fiber surface coating can be attributed to the benefits of the 
pre-synthesis plasma treatment. Without it, surface coverage on synthetic polyester and 
nylon was sparse and inconsistent, likely a result of poor wettability of the synthetic 
 polymers110, 111. Naturally hydrophilic cotton exhibited little improvement from the 
treatment. Table 3 outlines the average masses of 1cm x 1cm swatches of each
material before and after ZHS coating. Treated cotton, nylon and polyester show 55.3%, 
24.5% and 47.6 wt.% ZHS, respectively
showed localized regions of poor
a surprise given the relatively large size of the fabric samples with respect to the plasma 
chamber did not allow for uniform plasma treatment.
Figure 15: SEM micrographs of cotton (a, b), polyester (b, c) and nylon (c, d) fabrics 
before and after synthesis of 
main figures and 4µm within the insets
Table 3: Average mass of 1 cm x 1 cm swatches of cotton, nylon and polyester before 
and after ZnSn(OH)6 coating and the corresponding wt%
 Complementary characterization methods were utilized to determine the structure 
and composition of the ZHS 
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. Even after plasma treatment, nylon samples 
 wettability and therefore low ZHS coverage. This is not 
 
 
ZHS micro nanoparticle coatings. Scale bars: 40 
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.  
coatings20. Figure 16 shows typical XRD spectra
 textile 
µm within 
 of typical 
 ZHS-coated textiles with a 2θ
, JCPDS 74-1825) 
crystallographic planes. The broad humps within 
amorphous fabric characteristic
zinc, tin and the AuPd conducting surface l
 
Figure 16: X-ray diffraction patterns from ZHS treated cotton, nylon and polyester 
fabrics from the bottom to top, respectively. Each peak 
crystalline ZnSn(OH)6 crystallographic plane
 Figure 17 shows bright field 
synthesized through precipitation in
stirred solution of aqueous 
structure is confirmed with the TEM e
17)) taken from a collection 
confirms the ZHS content of oxygen, tin, and zinc, in addition 
from TEM grid.  
Pn3
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 angle ranging from 15 – 80°. The peaks of cubic 
have been identified and labeled with corresponding 
the 15° - 30° 2θ range 
. EDS analysis (not shown) confirms carbon, oxygen, 
ayer. 
 
is labeled with the corresponding 
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TEM images of ZHS nanocubes 
 20mM aqueous Zn(NO3)2 added drop
20mM Na2SnO3 in the absence of fabric. A crystalline 
lectron diffraction pattern (bottom-right of 
nanocubes. Corresponding EDS spectrum (not shown here)
to the Cu and C signals 
ZHS (
represent the 
(20 - 50nm) 
-wise into a 
Figure 
 
 Figure 17: (a) A low magnification TEM micrograph of a collection of ZnSn(OH)
nanocubes; top right inset: individual cubic shaped ZHS, bottom right inset: 
polycrystalline ring type electron diffraction pattern from the collection of 
nanocubes. (b) A typical energy dispersive x
nanocubes. White scale bars 
Figure 18 illustrates the NFPA 705 and ASTM D6413 flame test setups. For 
increased reproducibility, NFPA 705 samples were mounted 
shown on the left-hand side of 
ASTM D6413 specimen sample
burn kinetics. The burn-arch
nylon) portion of fabric directly above the flame
burn-arch remains following 
regions (SR) designate the portions of 
leaving the center region (CR)
contact with it. 
Following ASTM 
Observations from ASTM D6413 prove 
and quick ignition in both the weft (widthwise) and warp (lengthwise) orientations
are entirely consumed within an average of 10s and 20s of afterflame, followed about 15s 
and 8s of afterglow, respectively. Oppositely, ZHS
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-ray spectrum corresponding to the ZHS 
represent 50nm 20. 
to a chemistry ring stand as 
Figure 18. The opposing image in Figure 18
 holder and defines the terminology used to describe the 
 describes the darkened (cotton) or melted (polyester and 
 during the 12s application time.
combustion extinction, it is called “char length”.
fabric contacting the metal specimen holder 
 to define the middle section of material not in direct 
D6413 guidelines, all relevant data is presented in
untreated cotton as having poor flame resistance 
-coated cotton failed to support 
6 
ZHS 
 depicts the 
 If a 
 The side 
 Table 4. 
 and 
 flaming combustion in either orientation
which had slowly consumed
and 540s for weft and warp oriented samples
char-length. 
Figure 18: (Left) schematic of the NFPA 705 flame test
stand. (Right) A schematic of the ASTM D6413 flame test specimen and terminology: 
the burn-arch describes the region of fabric immediately above the flame 
flame application time while
bordering the metal sample holder
Table 4: ASTM D6413 Flame Test Averaged Results described for both ZHS treated and 
untreated samples in the weft and warp fabric weave directions. Char length represents 
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, however it was not protected against afterglow, 
 each specimen from bottom to top within an average 
, and none of the cotton sample
                        
 mounted to a chemistry ring 
 the center and side regions describes the portion of
20
.           
480s 
s exhibited 
during the 
 fabric 
 
 the height of the burn-arch if still present following self
afterglow20.      
Plain cotton quickly burned
() markers), failing the criteria for NFPA 705 wit
12s. The ZHS coating dramatically decreases the burn
combustion (no flame). The result 
textile in this study sufficient 
holds its shape without melting
surface and protect it, which is unlike thermoplastic nylon and polyester which melt and 
dramatically distort. The ZHS flame retardant may be described as the
Figure 19: Burn-rate analysis
(hollow marker) and after (solid marker) 
4″ [20].   
 First, as suggested by the 
of post-burn cotton in Figure 
reactions (ZnSn(OH)6  ZnSnO
thick surface coating dilutes the concentration of flammable volatiles near the surface and 
decreases the rate oxygen reaches the fiber surface. Combined, these mechanisms act as 
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-extinguishing of afterlfame and 
 via flaming combustion at rate of 1.1in/s
h the flame exceeding 4
-rate to 0.13in/s 
was sufficient for ZHS-coated cotton to be
to pass NFPA 705. When burnt, natural cellulo
112, 113
, allowing the ZHS particles remain on the
 following.
 
 for polyester (), cotton () and nylon () fabrics before 
ZHS-coatings. The horizontal dashed line marks 
presence crystalline ZnSnO3 and Zn2SnO
20, ZHS experiences dual endothermal decomposition 
3 + 3H2O  Zn2SnO4). The release of water vapor and 
 (Figure 19: 
″ in less than 
via glowing 
 the only 
se fibers 
 fiber 
 
4 XRD peaks 
 both passive and active thermal 
combustion in favor of direct oxidation via glow, sufficient to pass NFPA 705 
However, this effect didn’t hold true for synthetic textiles. 
Figure 20: X-ray diffraction spectrum of post
correspond to either ZnSnO
respectively.  
Following ASTM D6413 guidelines
textiles had been consumed by flaming combustion
coated and uncoated samples, with no observed afterglow
orientation propagates quickly to the top of the
to the side regions (SRs). Conversely, flaming combustion of warp
slower. Starting from the bottom of the CR
axially while carrying the flame 
afterflame times of 56s and 37s
recorded with no observed afterglow.
 Looking at the triangle markers 
nylon samples burn at 0.53 and 0.62 in/s, respectively. Neither pass NFPA 705 by 
exceeding the 4″ maximum within 6.5s and 7.5s respectively. Additionally, each sample 
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and oxygen barriers sufficient to eliminate flaming 
 
-burn ZHS treated cotton. All peaks 
3 or Zn2SnO4 as identified with the () or (
 all test results are reported in Table 
 within an average of 30s
. The flame 
 center region (CR) then spreads
-orientated 
, the burn-arch expanded both laterally and 
towards the SRs where it proceeded upward
 with and without ZHS-coating, respectively,
 
() in Figure 19, both the coated and uncoated 
114, 115
. 
 
) markers, 
4. Nylon 
 and 16s for 
in the weft-
 laterally 
nylon is 
. Average 
 were 
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had released numerous droplets that had continued to burn after reaching the floor. It is 
worth noting that the ZHS coating reduced in the number of flaming droplets from an 
average 11 to 4 drops per sample. 
The flame retardant performance of nylon was not as pronounced as cotton, likely 
due to of the relatively low ZHS/fabric mass ratio (24wt.% vs. 55wt.%) and thermoplastic 
properties of nylon. Unlike cotton, heat causes nylon to melts and drastically distort116. In 
this experiment, molten nylon had balled-up and flowed laterally from the CR to the SRs, 
and subsequently transformed the ZHS surface coating, reducing its effectiveness as a 
thermal/oxygen barrier coating. Therefore, the ZHS-coating was not enough to prevent 
flaming combustion, although it did reduce the afterflame time by 50-60% 20. When it 
comes to fire safety, any reduction in after-flame time is of benefit.  
When exposed to heat/flame, the polyester fabric used in this study underwent 
quick and pronounced distortion/melting, as expected116-118. Normally, polyester and 
nylon thermoplastic textiles deform and shrink away from an ignition flame, appearing to 
be inherently flame retardant, when in fact if the shrinkage was prohibited, each would 
burn intensely3. For example, highly flammable cotton/polyester blends where cotton 
prevents shrinkage of polyester though a scaffolding effect119.  
 Polyester’s flame test performances were an anomaly within the study, as 
uncoated samples exhibited better flame resistance properties than did the coated 
samples. Both sets of coated weft and warp-orientated polyester specimens had shown 
brief ignition during the flame application time and then quickly extinguished20. Isolated 
regions in the warp-oriented burn-arch ignited for 1s to 2s before extinguishing and left 
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an average char length of 6.0in. On the other hand, weft-oriented specimens show 
pronounced ignition. The burn-arch widened towards the metal specimen holder and 
extinguished the flame, leaving an average char-length of 5.1in. Conversely, ZHS-coated 
polyester samples ignited at the bottom CR. The flame had spread laterally towards the 
SRs where it proceeded upward to consume the remainder of the sample in 20.0s and 
16.0s afterflame followed by 56s and 74s of afterglow in warp and weft-orientations, 
respectively20. 
 The behavior of uncoated weft-oriented polyester samples in ASTM D6413 tests, 
produced a highly mobile liquid that had flowed and dripped to the bottom of the test 
cabinet, widened the burn-arch and depleted the local polyester fuel source within 
proximity of the flame. Warp-oriented polyester rapidly melted and distorted away with 
sections of the burn-arch igniting for only 1 - 2s. On the other hand, mobility of heated 
ZHS-coated polyester was slothful, and the polyester fuel remained within the flame for a 
longer duration than did uncoated samples. Furthermore, the ZHS shell inevitably 
reduced the rate at which heat had reached the polyester fibers, and thus had slowed the 
formation of the low viscosity liquid that would otherwise carry fuel away from the 
flame. Inspection of the ASTM D6413 flame test videos supports these two theories. 
Conversely, the nylon used in this study was “high-performance” sport nylon, a relatively 
stiff fabric that did not exhibit a highly mobile melt in either coated or uncoated samples.  
The polyester burn-rate plots presented in Figure 19 as () markers show that 
uncoated polyester burnt at a rate 0.11in/s, which is may have been sufficient to earn a 
“pass” rating in NFPA 705 if it wasn’t for the release of droplets that continued to burn 
after landing on the floor20. Overall, all of the uncoated specimens fail NFPA 705. ZHS-
 coated specimens exhibited an average burn
that had continued to burn after reaching the floor. 
Figure 21 depicts the typic
in NFPA 705 tests. In Figure 
causing a loss mechanical integrity 
from the sample (Figure 21 c
floor (Figure 21 d)) 20. This 
only 17% of coated samples. 
Figure 21: Time lapsed images depicting 
(a) the flame melts the region above the flame
burning material; (c) the flame detaches
floor20.  
4.2 Chapter Conclusions 
 Crystalline ZHS had been
fabrics via a simple room temperature 
susceptible to ignition, undergoing 
D6413 and did not pass NFPA 705. ZHS
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21 a), burning polyester heats the region directly 
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)) where it had continued to burn for a few seconds
mechanism was observed in 67% of uncoated
 
 
uncoated polyester shedding burning material. 
; (b) the melt loses the ability to support t
; and (d) it continues to burn as it reaches the 
 successfully synthesized on cotton, nylon and polyester 
solution processing. Uncoated cotton is
combustion via afterflame and afterglow in ASTM 
-coated cotton showed no afterflame
polyester 
above it, 
 
 on the 
 samples and 
he 
 highly 
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afterglow had consumed the entirety of the samples. The result was sufficient to pass 
NFPA 705. 
 ZHS-coated nylon showed a reduction in the afterflame time by 50 - 60% in 
ASTM D6413 with no afterglow. Neither sample set had passes NFPA 705 because of 
quick burn-rate and release of molten material that had continued to burn after having 
reached the floor. However, with the lowest mass loading of any in the study at 24 wt.%, 
further investigation at higher concentrations may be warranted.  
 Uncoated polyester fabrics were the only samples to quickly self-extinguish in 
ASTM D6413 with no observed afterflame or afterglow. ZHS-coated polyester textiles 
exhibited afterflame and afterglow. The ZHS-coating acted as a scaffold and thermal 
barrier, restricting its intrinsic tendency to distort away from the flame source. Neither 
plain of ZHS-coated polyester samples passed NFPA 705 because of burning material 
had continued to burn while on the floor. 
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Chapter 5: Hydroxystannate Coated Cotton Textiles: 
Synthesis, Characterization and In-Depth Flame Retardancy 
Evaluation 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 The research presented in the Chapter 4 was intended as a proof-of-concept to 
showcase the flame retardancy properties of ZnSn(OH)6 (ZHS) as a surface coating on 
common textile materials. It was demonstrated that effectiveness of ZHS FR surface 
coatings on the nylon and polyester textiles was poor, but promising for cotton. Its 
effectiveness was attributed to surface thermal/oxygen barrier effects and the 
endothermal dehydration of ZHS. There is no doubt that further control of the synthesis 
process and morphology (especially at the nanoscale) may further improve the coatings’ 
fire retardancy property.  
 Elemental analysis of char residues in ZHS-containing systems has shown that tin, 
and to a lesser extent zinc, partially volatilize during combustion49, 50. The same may be 
true for CaSn(OH)6 (calcium hydroxystannate; CHS). As Ca2+ ions have been 
demonstrated to reduce the flammability of cellulosics48, it’s plausible that CHS may 
provide effective fire retardancy as a cotton surface coating. 
 This chapter covers an in-depth study of zinc and calcium hydroxystannate 
coatings on heavyweight (~9oz/yrd2) cotton textiles. Hydroxystannate coating 
morphology is controlled through adjustments in the solution-based synthesis process. 
Flame retardancy was assessed via NFPA 705, burn-rate analysis and cone calorimetry. 
Although it is often problematic to correlate flame retardancy data obtained though 
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different tests, burn-rate information is compared with cone calorimetry peak heat release 
rate data for trends and insights. 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 ZnSn(OH)6 Structure and Morphology Characterization and Control 
 Following the experimental outline presented in section 2.3, Figure 22 a, b, c, d, e 
and f) shows typical SEM micrographs of ZHS morphologies resulting from precursor 
concentrations at 0mM (an uncoated control sample), 10mM, 100mM, 250mM, 500mM, 
and 1000mM solution concentrations, respectively, synthesized at 1-hr reaction time at 
room temperature. A conductive AuPd surface layer was sputtered onto samples to 
reduce charge buildup during SEM imaging.  The control sample in Figure 22 a) shows 
typical linear asperities along the fiber length and trace nooks and crannies. As seen in 
the corresponding SEM inset, the conductive layer had been strained and cracked by 
15kV electron beam induced cotton swelling, and is common in many of the presented 
SEM images. Close inspection of the AuPd coating reveals the grain sizes are too small 
to be identified at 100,000X magnification and had been used as a comparison to confirm 
the presence of ZHS nanocoatings.  
 A continuous nanofilm of particles resulting from 1hr reaction in 10mM precursor 
at room temperature is depicted in Figure 22 b). At 100mM reactant concentration, larger 
nanoparticles appear on top of the underlying continuous nanofilm (Figure 22c)). 
Precursor concentrations of 250mM produced agglomerate microparticles atop the 
nanoparticle coating which dominate the landscape (Figure 22d)) and similar particle 
morphology is observed for 500mM and 1000mM samples in Figure 22 e and f), 
 respectively. Each increase in precursor concentration produced an increase in ZHS mass 
loading percentages and is graphically depicted in 
Figure 22: Typical SEM micrographs showing morphology of ZnSn(OH)
as a function of precursor soaking concentration @ 1hr reaction time: (a) 0mM; (b) 
10mM. (c) 100mM; (d) 250mM; (e) 500mM; (f) 1000mM. @ 5min reaction time; (g) 
100mM; (h) 250mM; (i) 500mM; (j) 1000mM.   
 Morphology resulting from 5min reaction time and 100mM, 250mM, 500mM and 
1000mM soaking concentration at room temperature is shown 
respectively. Overall, the corresponding particle sizes are similar to the samples 
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Figure 23. 
6-coated cotton 
  
Figure 22 g, h, i, and j), 
 
 synthesized at 1hr reaction time. The samples processed at 
produced agglomerated spheroids whereas 1000mM fashioned agglomerate cuboids. The 
particle size in the continuous nanofilm remained nearly the same for each. 
Figure 23: Mass loading (wt%)
function of precursor soaking concentration 
  Figure 24 a, b and c) display
0°C, 23°C and 80°C at a constant 500mM precursor concentration and 
time, respectively. Interestingly
size had decreased, as outlined in 
“nanofilm” or “nanocoating”, the term “particles” mentioned here refers to the larger 
particles atop the nanofilm). 
~10nm nanofilm beneath. Samples made at
while 80°C samples produced
23°C and 80°C reactions produce
was significantly less. However, the underlying nanofilm 
in size from 20 to 40nm. Nevert
1.5 wt.%) as depicted in Figure 
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100mM, 250mM 500mM 
 
 of ZnSn(OH)6 and CaSn(OH)6 on cotton fabrics 
at 5min and 1hr reaction times.  
s the different particle morphologies as synthesized
a 5min reaction 
, as the reaction temperature increased, average particle 
Table 5. (As a note, unless described with the word 
At 0°C, agglomerate cuboids form with an extremely fine 
 23°C yielded smaller agglomerate spheroids
 very low areal density faceted spheroids. Although
d similar-size particles, the areal density of 
experienced a notable increase 
heless, particle loading remained nearly constant (~23.5 ± 
25 a). Table 5 summarizes the relative size, particle 
 
as a 
 at 
, 
 the 
the latter 
 morphology, weight percentage and average burn
samples.  
Figure 24: Typical SEM micrographs
cotton as a function of reaction temperature @ 500mM precursor concentration and 5min 
reaction time at: (a) 0°C; (b) 23
cotton as a function reaction time @ 500mM precursor
(f) 5hr; (g) 24hr. 
 It is evident from Figure 
reaction time (5min, 1hr, 5hr and 24hr) at a constant 500mM precursor concentrat
yielded samples with similar particle areal density and
wt.% as depicted in Figure 
morphology with increasing reaction time.
are agglomerate spheroids with large size distribution
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-rates of all the ZHS-coated cotton 
 showing the morphology of ZnSn(OH)
°C; (c) 80°C. Typical morphology of ZnSn(OH)
 concentration: (d) 5min; 
24 d, e, f, g) and Table 5, that the systematic alteration to 
 weight percentage 
25 b). However, there is a clear evolution of particle 
 At 5min reaction time (Figure 24
 and a fine particle nanofilm.
 
6-coated 
6-coated 
(e) 1hr; 
ion 
of ~24.1 ± 1 
 d)) particles 
 
 Increasing the reaction time to 1hr produce
coarser nanofilm (Figure 24
(Figure 24 f) didn’t differ much from 
24 g) produced smooth textured cuboid particles with a relat
The smoothing of the particle texture
concentration driven grain growth process to minimize surface free energy
Figure 25: Hydroxystannate mass loading
(b) soaking time.  
 X-ray diffraction (XRD) was utilized to characterize the structure 
of each ZHS-coated cotton fabric as shown in 
coated samples in Figure 26 
the high intensity peaks of cellulose ((C
presence of low intensity diffraction peaks in
presence of cubic ZnSn(OH)
changes in morphology throughout the above described sam
the samples show typical low
thermodynamically favorable, the amorphous character of ZHS in this system suggests 
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d rough textured spherical particles an
 e)). Particle morphology induced by 5hr reaction time
those at 1hr, however the 24hr reaction time
ively tight size distribution
 with increasing reaction time suggests
103
 (wt%) as a function of (a) soaking temperature; 
and crystallinity 
Figure 26. The cotton control and ZHS
a and b), respectively, look nearly the same clearly showing 
6H10O5)n: JCPDS: 50-2241). However, 
 the spectrum of Figure 26 b) confirms the 
6 (JCPDS: 73-2384). Interestingly, despite the drastic 
ples, XRD spectra from all 
-crystallinity ZHS character. Although crystalline ZHS is 
d a 
 
 (Figure 
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that the non-crystalline aggregation kinetics might be faster than the kinetic stage of 
crystallization103. Similarly, the broad breadth of the peaks and lateral offset from their 
ideal 2θ position may suggest the presence of small non-uniformly strained crystallites120.  
ZnSn(OH)6 Particle Morphology 
  
Nanofilm 
Particle 
Size (nm) 
Particle 
Size 
(um) Morphology 
Particle 
Texture 
Avg. 
Burn 
Rate  
Avg. 
Mass 
(wt.%) 
Concentration Dependence (@ 1hr Reaction Time)  (in/s)  
0mM - - - - 0.77 - 
10mM 30-60 - - Agglomerate 0.63 -2.6 
100mM 20-40 0.06-0.08 Spheroid Agglomerate 0.58 3.5 
250mM 20-40 0.2-1.3 Spheroid Agglomerate 0.50 10.7 
500mM 20-40 0.2-1.0 Sphere Rough 0.24 24.1 
1000mM 10-40 0.1-0.9 Sphere Smooth 0.13 47.1 
       
Concentration Dependence (@ 5min Reaction Time)   
100mM 10-20 0.04-0.1 Spheroid Agglomerate 0.50 5.8 
250mM 20-30 0.12-1.0 Spheroid Agglomerate 0.35 12 
500mM 25-40 0.1-0.30 Spheroid Agglomerate 0.18 24.9 
1000mM 20-30 0.1-0.35 Cuboid Agglomerate 0.16 40.2 
       
Time Dependence (@ 500mM Precursor Concentration)   
5min 20-30 0.1-0.3.0 Spheroid Agglomerate 0.18 24.9 
1hr 20-40 0.2-1.0 Sphere Rough 0.24 24.1 
5hr 10-40 0.15-0.8 Spheroid Rough 0.19 24.5 
24hr <10-20 0.2-0.8 Cuboid Smooth 0.24 23.3 
       
Temperature Dependence (@ 500mM Precursor and 5min Reaction Time) 
0°C ~10 0.35-1.0 Cuboid Agglomerate 0.18 21.7 
23°C 20-30 0.1-0.3 Spheroid Agglomerate 0.18 24.9 
90°C 20-40 0.1-0.3 Spheroid Faceted 0.23 24.2 
Table 5: Outline of ZnSn(OH)6 particle morphology, average burn-rate and weight 
percentage resulting from the variation of reaction concentration, time and temperature.   
 Figure 26: Typical x-ray diffraction patterns of: 
cotton; (c) Post-burn ZHS-
Zn2SnO4; () = ZnSnO3  
 Following flame testing (discussed later in the chapter),
burnt portion material (Figure 
1486), and Zn2SnO4 (JCPDS: 
combustion may cause ZnSn(OH)
partially decomposed into Zn
considering it is rare high-pressure phase
would be of great technological relevance due to its prediction with a large piezoelectric 
coefficient of 47µC/cm2, which rivals 
 The internal structure and composition characteristics of 
investigated with focused ion beam/scanning electron dual
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(a) cotton control; (b) ZHS
coated cotton: (+) = cellulose; (*) = ZnSn(OH)
 XRD analysis of
26 c)) shows the presence of cubic ZnSnO3 
24-1470). This confirms that the high temperature 
6 to decompose into crystalline ZnSnO
2SnO4. The presence of crystalline ZnSnO
121, 122
. Further investigation of this finding 
modern piezoelectric materials73. 
a ZHS particle
-beam microscopy system
 
-coated 
6; () = 
 the 
(JCPDS: 28-
3, which had 
3 is exciting 
 was 
. A 
 focused beam of gallium atoms (FIB) was used to mill a ~50nm thick cross
slice of a ZHS particle for TEM analysis. The representative SEM micrograph in 
27 a) shows the ZHS particle is not fully densified in its center, which is common for 
precipitated particles103. A series of representative EDS maps shown in 
e and f) help confirm the presence of ZHS by identifying Sn, Zn, Pt and O constituents 
and an overlay, respectively. The Pt is deposited to protect the particle from stray ions 
during FIB milling.   
Figure 27: (a) SEM image of a ZHS cross
(f) are EDS chemical analysis maps of the ZHS particle
overlay, respectively. The platinum had been deposited prior to FIB milling to protect the 
particle during the FIB milling procedure.
 Figure 28 a) and d) show scanning tunneling electron microscopy (STEM) images 
of a ZHS particle cross-section. With close examination, a ring of darker contrast can be 
identified within the particle, suggesting a core
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and electron diffraction 
patterns in Figure 28 e) and b), show the particle center region and reveals no evidenc
a crystalline structure with a seemingly random atomic lattice arrangement and a 
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Figure 
-section made with a FIB; (b), (c), (d), (e) and
 showing Sn, Zn, Pt, O and 
 
-shell structure. In support of this theory, 
-sectional 
Figure 
27 b, c, d, 
 
 
an 
e of 
 diffusive amorphous ring pattern, respectively. The HRTEM micrograph of the shell 
region in Figure 28 f) shows evidence of nanocrystallites and the corresponding 
diffraction spot pattern confirms a polycrystalline structure. Taken together, ZHS 
particles may be comprised of a polycrystalline shell with an amorphous core, which may 
explain their low crystalline character identified via XRD in 
Figure 28: (a) and (d): STEM image
reveals a ring of darker contrast suggesting a core
pattern and corresponding HRTEM image of the center region
pattern and corresponding HRTEM image of the outer region of 
 During the course of this study, we had taken delicate experimental observation to 
describe the durability of hydroxystannate coatings. In the Chapter 4 we had intentionally 
studied thick coatings that happened to be fragile and discolo
gentle handling, the white ZHS powder had been liberated from the fabric surface to such 
a large extent, practical application was not a consideration. Excitingly, the refined 
synthesis procedure used in this chapter had greatly 
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Figure 26 b). 
s of a ZHS particle cross-section. Close inspection 
-shell structure. (b, e): TEM diffraction 
. (c, f): TEM diffraction 
the ZHS particle. 
red the fabrics. Even with 
increased the observable durably of 
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the hydroxystannate coatings, including CHS-coated cotton. With the exception of 
samples made at 1000mM, there was no observable trace of hydroxystannate powder on 
the fabric or left behind during handling. However, even the 1000mM sample showed 
much improved durability and aesthetics compared with the sample in Chapter 4. 
5.2.2 CaSn(OH)6 Structure and Morphology Characterization and Control 
 As evident by the SEM micrographs in Figure 29, the chemical differences 
between the Zn and Ca nitrate precursors resulted in distinctly different coating 
morphology. 
 Figure 29 a, b, c, d, e and f) displays CHS-cotton morphologies as a function of 
precursor concentration at 0mM, 10mM, 100mM, 250mM, 500mM, and 1000mM at 1hr 
reaction time, respectively. The control sample is the same as the one described in the 
ZHS section above. Samples made at 10mM precursor concentration (Figure 29 b)) show 
a continuous nanofilm of 40 - 60nm particles in addition to larger agglomerate spheroids 
at very low areal density. Figure 29 c) illustrates representative submicron multifaceted 
spheroid CHS particles atop a continuous nanofilm, as synthesized at 100mM precursor 
concentration and 1hr reaction time. Samples made at 250mM (Figure 29 d)) produced 
multifaceted crystalline cuboids and further developed into smooth faced cubes at 
500mM (Figure 29 e)). In perfect fashion, the samples made at 1000mM (Figure 29 f)) 
exhibited a continuous microfilm of interpenetrating crystalline cubes with no identifiable 
nanofilm. Although durability was not explicitly studied, these SEM micrographs clearly 
suggest that the continuous microcube film was easy to delaminate from the fibers, 
leaving open areas of unprotected cotton. 
 Figure 29: Typical SEM micrographs showing morphology of CaSn(OH)
as a function of precursor soa
10mM. (c) 100mM; (d) 250mM; (e) 500mM; (f) 1000mM. @ 5min reaction time; (g) 
100mM; (h) 250mM; (i) 500mM; (j) 1000mM. 
  Figure 29 g, h, i and 
concentration at 100mM, 250mM, 500mM, 1000mM at 5min reaction time
temperature, respectively. The 
multifaceted cuboids and a relatively
yielded multifaceted cubes and cuboids and a 
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6-coated cotton 
king concentration @ 1hr reaction time: (a) 0mM; (b) 
   
j) shows CHS morphology as a function of precursor 
100mM samples show a relatively tight size distribution of 
 coarse nanofilm base. The samples made at
finer nanofilm. Rough textured
 
 at room 
 250mM 
 cubes with 
 rounded edges and a broad size distribution
similarly at 1000mM with higher areal density. 
between reactant concentration and CHS mass loading. CHS mass loading rema
below ZHS for all precursor concentrations above 10mM, independent of reaction time. 
Figure 30: Typical SEM micrographs
function of reaction temperature @ 500mM precursor concentration: 
(c) 90°C. Typical SEM micrographs of CaSn(OH)
function reaction time @ 500mM precursor concentration: 
24hr. 
 Figure 30 a, b, c) shows the morphological effect of varying reaction temperature 
at 0°C, 23°C and 80°C constant 500mM precursor concentrat
respectively. Similar particle size distributions are common at all reaction temperatures. 
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 were characteristic of 500mM 
Figure 23 presents the linear relationship 
 of CaSn(OH)6-coated cotton morphology as a 
(a) 0°
6-coated cotton morphology as a 
(d) 5min; (e) 1hr; 
ion and 5min reaction time, 
samples and 
ined 
  
 
C; (b) 23°C; 
(f) 5hr; (g) 
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Particle morphology had developed from agglomerate rounded-edge cubes (Figure 30 a)) 
into rough textured rounded-edge cubes (Figure 30 b)) and then smooth faced well-
defined cubes (Figure 30 c)). The corresponding nanofilm morphology undergoes 
changes in coarseness decreasing from a median 45nm  35nm  25nm particle size, 
respectively. Looking at the mass loading trend in Figure 25 a), all temperatures 
produced nearly constant CHS wt.%.  
 Figure 30 d, e, f and g) shows CHS particle morphology as a function of reaction 
time (5min, 1hr, 5hr and 24hr) at a constant 500mM precursor concentration and at room 
temperature, respectively. Both 5min and 1hr samples exhibited rough textured rounded-
edge cubes whilst 5hr and 24hr samples showed smooth textured well-defined cubes. 
Generally, these samples exhibited a broad distribution of particle sizes from submicron 
to ~3µm. Additionally, increasing reaction time induced a general decrease in the average 
particle size of the nanofilm. As identified in Figure 25 b) and Table 6, the CHS weight 
percentages remain nearly constant, hovering near ~24 ± 1 wt.%. Table 6 also includes 
average samples burn-rate (discussed later in the chapter) and particle morphology of all 
the previously discussed CHS/cotton samples. 
 A representative XRD spectrum of the as-synthesized CHS-coated cotton (Figure 
31 a)) shows high-intensity peaks of cubic CaSn(OH)6 (JCPDS: 09-0030) and cellulose 
((C6H10O5)n: JCPDS: 50-2241). The XRD spectrum representative of post-burn CHS-
coated cotton (Figure 31 b) clearly shows orthorhombic CaSnO3 (JCPDS: 03-0289) and 
tetragonal SnO (JCPDS: 06-0395). Interestingly there is no evidence of Ca2SnO4 which 
may play into CHS’s effectiveness as a cotton flame retardant material, which will be 
discussed in further detail in the following sections. 
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CaSn(OH)6 Particle Morphology 
  
Sub-
Particle 
Size (nm) 
Particle 
Size 
(um) Morphology 
Particle 
Texture 
Avg. 
Burn 
Rate 
Avg. 
Mass 
(wt.%) 
Concentration Dependence (@ 1hr Reaction Time)  (in/s)  
Control - - - - 0.77 - 
10mM 40-60 0.08-0.15 Spheroid Agglomerate 0.54 1.1 
100mM 10-20 0.3-1.0 Spheroid Multifaceted 0.49 3.3 
250mM 10-50 0.1-2.0 Cuboid Multifaceted 0.61 10.4 
500mM 10-30 0.6-2.0 Cube Smooth 0.31 20.1 
1000mM None 0.5-1.0 Cube Smooth 0.27 32.4 
       
Concentration Dependence (@ 5min Reaction Time)   
100mM 30-50 0.1-0.6 Cuboid Multifaceted 0.52 5.4 
250mM 10-30 0.4-2.0 Cube(oids) Multifaceted 0.44 10.2 
500mM 10-30 0.1-1.5 Rounded Cube Rough 0.45 18.3 
1000mM 10-40 0.2-1.1 Rounded Cube Rough 0.15 30.5 
       
Time Dependence (@ 500mM Precursor Concentration)   
5min 20-40 0.5-1.5 Rounded Cube Rough 0.45 22.9 
1hr 10-30 0.1-1.5 Rounded Cube Rough 0.31 25.2 
5hr 10-40 0.7-3.0 Cube Smooth 0.36 24.0 
24hr ~10 0.5-3.0 Cube Smooth 0.37 23.3 
       
Temperature Dependence (@ 500mM Precursor Concentration and 5min Reaction Time) 
0°C 30-60 0.5-2.0 Rounded Cube Agglomerate 0.25 22.7 
23°C 20-50 0.5-1.5 Rounded Cube Rough 0.45 22.9 
80°C 100 0.4-3.0 Cube Smooth 0.33 23.9 
Table 6: Outline of CaSn(OH)6 particle morphology, average burn-rate and weight 
percentage resulting from the variation of reaction concentration, time and temperature. 
 
  
 Figure 31: Typical x-ray diffraction patterns of: (a) CHS
CHS-coated cotton: (+) = cellulose; (
 Analogous to the XRD spectrum representing the uncoated cotton control in 
Figure 26 a), the 10mM CHS samples shows only peaks equivalent to crystalline 
cellulose ((C6H10O5)n: JCPDS: 
analogous to Figure 31 b), suggesting that the CHS film may be amorphous or the coating 
is too thin to attain an identifiable diffraction pattern.
5.2.3 Discussion of Nucleation and Growth 
 Crystallization of hydroxystannate/cotton systems likely follows heterogeneous 
nucleation and growth via co
introduced into the nitrate solution, dissolution of sodium stannate generates a region of 
local supersaturation near the fiber surface which had driven nucleation, growth and 
agglomeration of hydroxystannate crystallites. As outlined in 
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-coated cotton; (b) Post
) = CaSn(OH)6; (°) = CaSnO3; (×) = SnO.
50-2241). Nevertheless, the post-burn spectrum is 
 
 
-precipitation following local supersaturation
Table 5 and 
 
-burn 
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. When 
Table 6, 
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hydroxystannate particles underwent concentration and temperature driven 
ageing/ripening as evident from the observed smoothing of the particle texture with 
increasing reactant concentration and temperature. Ripening is driven the systematic 
desire to attain the lowest surface free energy, which may be described with the Gibbs-
Thompson relationship: 
 
Equation 4: υ = molar volume of solute, c(r) = solubility of small particles of radius r, c* 
= equilibrium saturation for larger particles, γ = interfacial tension between the particle 
and solution and ν = the number of ions in a formula unit103.  
  Particles of r < 1 µm have higher solubility than the bulk and may dissolve/ 
redeposit or aggregate as larger particles to decrease in free energy103. At the same time, 
local solution saturation decreases as the precursors are consumed by hydroxystannate 
particle nucleation and growth. Crystal growth rates are difficult to predict given the 
number of involved factors. However, the crystal growth rate may be estimated by with 
the Turnbull relationship103: 
 
Equation 5: dr/dt is the change in crystal radius over time, N is the mass flux defined by 
N = κ(cr – c*), D = diffusivity, K is a constant and κ is an interface transfer coefficient. 
Concentrations c, cr and c* refer to the bulk solution, particle surface and equilibrium 
saturation respectively103. 
 The presented equation is derived for spherical particles, and requires 
modification to accommodate other geometries. Regardless, the following discussion 
satisfies both the spherical and cubic particle geometries presented in this study. It is 
ln c(r)
c *





 =
2γυ
νRTr
N = K dr
dt





 =
Dκc
D+κ






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clear that hydroxystannate crystals grew quickly at first, when local supersaturation was 
high, and had slowed as sodium stannate was consumed in the precipitation reaction. 
Interestingly, the largest particles did not originate from solutions of the highest 
concentrations. For example, at 1hr reaction time, precursor concentration dependent 
studies between 100 - 1000mM show CHS particles with a similar size distribution, as 
had been observed throughout this work. Higher precursor concentrations may have 
nucleated larger numbers of crystallites compared with lower concentrations. As the 
crystallites grew, each consumed precursor chemicals and contributed to the decrease in 
solution supersaturation. Therefore it is likely that a high number of larger particles will 
consume a larger quantity of precursor. A more detailed study of this phenomenon would 
help to quantify the effect.  
5.2.4 NFPA 705 and Burn-Rate Results and Discussion 
 The samples discussed in the previous sections have all been tested for flame 
retardancy using the NFPA 705 test standard and burn-rate analysis. This section 
establishes the relationship between flame retardancy, hydroxystannate particle 
morphology and mass loading. As described in Chapter 1, NFPA 705 is a basic flame test 
for establishing a simple FR pass/fail criterion. This dissertation work has expanded upon 
NFPA 705 to include a unique burn-rate analysis of the flaming and/or glowing 
combustion, depending which had propagated highest up the sample at any given time. 
 Figure 32 a, b, c, and d) establishes average burn-rate characteristics of the ZHS 
samples as a function of precursor concentration (1hr and 5min), reaction temperature 
and reaction time, respectively. Figure 32 a) clearly shows that subsequent increase in 
precursor concentration at 1hr reaction time, i.e. each increase in ZHS mass loading, 
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imparts an obvious decrease in the specimen burn-rate. The overall results of the NFPA 
705 for ZHS and CHS samples is outlined in Table 7. 
 Looking to Figure 32 a), specimens created at 10mM precursor concentration 
slowed the onset of combustion compared to the control. However following ignition the 
samples had supported large, bright orange flames that quickly climbed the vertically 
mounted samples and all had failed NFPA 705. Similarly, 100mM specimens showed 
delayed time to ignition and supported a less intense orange flame. Despite the notably 
slower burn-rate, it failed NFPA 705. Specimens made at 250mM supported a slower 
burn-rate and a much less intense orange/blue flame, however it had also failed NFPA 
705. Showing improvement over the prior, two of the four 500mM specimens supported 
a hardly noticeable dim blue flame on the sample edge, where surface area is highest, and 
had immediately self-extinguished following termination of the 12s applied flame. The 
other two 500mM samples facilitated only glowing combustion and all had passed NFPA 
705. The 500mM sample-set helped to establish the minimum ~24 wt.% concentration of 
ZHS required to protect cotton from flaming combustion and pass NFPA 705. It is also 
the first sample to exhibit a near linear burn-rate. Subsequently, all samples created at 
1000mM had supported only glowing combustion and all had passed NFPA 705 with a 
nearly linear burn-rate.  
 The transformation of parabolic to linear trend line in Figure 32 a) (and all burn-
rate plots) can be explained by differences in the combustion phenomenon between 
different samples. During the combustion onset period, heat supplied to the cotton causes 
endothermic cellulose degradation reactions to liberate usable fuel for self-sustaining 
combustion115. The onset period is manifested within the first few seconds of the NFPA 
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NFPA 705 Results 
  ZHS CHS 
Sample Pass/Fail Avg. wt.% Pass/Fail Avg. wt.% 
  
0mM  Fail 0 Fail 0 
10mM Fail -2.6 Fail 1.1 
100mM Fail 3.5 Fail 3.3 
250mM Fail 10.7 Fail 10.4 
500mM Pass 24.1 Fail 20.1 
1000mM Pass 47.1 Pass 32.4 
5min       
100mM Fail 5.8 Fail 5.4 
250mM Fail 12 Fail 10.2 
500mM Pass  24.9 Fail 18.3 
1000mM Pass 40.2 Pass 30.5 
Temperature         
0C Pass 21.7 Pass 22.7 
23C Pass 24.9 Fail 22.9 
80C Fail 24.2 Fail 23.9 
Time         
5min  Pass 24.9 Fail 22.9 
1hr Pass 24.1 Fail 25.2 
5hr Pass 24.5 Fail 24 
24hr Pass 23.3 Fail 23.3 
Table 7: Averaged NFPA 705 pass/fail results of all ZHS and CHS-coated cotton samples 
and their respective mass loading (wt%).  
705 burn-rate plots when the instantaneous slope is smallest. When a sufficient 
concentration of volatiles makes their way to the surface and oxidizes, exothermic 
flaming combustion may begin. Some of the liberated heat feeds back into the cotton 
fibers and further perpetuates the production of fuel to feed the flame, creating a thermal 
runaway feedback loop, which may be illustrated as the exponential increase in the burn-
rates trends. Thermal runaway continues until available fuel depletes. Samples made at 
low precursor concentrations support a pronounced parabolic curve because the 
hydroxystannate mass loading and morphology was not sufficient to protect against 
flaming combustion.  
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 Flaming combustion is a complex process operating through solid and gas phase 
reactants while glowing combustion results from direct oxidation of cellulose or its 
derivatives115. Glowing combustion is a generally slow, rate-limited process occurring 
when oxygen concentrations are too low to facilitate flaming combustion. The NFPA 705 
burn tests were conducted in an area of ample atmospheric oxygen. The oxygen barrier 
property creates a rate-limited “bottleneck”, that does not allow for exponential thermal 
runaway. The result manifests itself as a linear trend in the burn-rate plots. In short, 
pronounced parabolic trends are the result of flaming combustion while the nearly linear 
trends are the result of primarily glowing combustion. This trend resonates throughout 
the rest of the results and discussion. 
 The plots in Figure 32 b) clearly shows that increasing precursor concentration (at 
5min reaction time) yields decreased burn-rates. Specimens made at 100mM burnt via 
bright orange flaming combustion, with all exceeding 4″ within 12s without self-
extinguishing, thus had failed NFPA 705. Specimens created at 250mM burn with a dim 
orange flame not typically exceeding 4″ within 12s. However, the flame does not self-
extinguish by 14s and therefore fails NFPA 705. Both 500mM and 1000mM produced 
samples where 25% of their respective sample sets support flaming combustion. In both 
instances the flame was isolated to one edge and did not exceed 4″ within 12s and had 
quickly self-extinguished prior to the 14s mark and therefore all had passed NFPA 705. It 
worth noting that samples made at 5min exhibited higher mass loading than those at 1hr 
and the same precursor concentration and therefore superior burn-rate characteristics.    
 With strong dependence between burn-rate and mass loading of samples in the 
precursor concentration reaction studies, no conclusions relating particle morphology to 
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the burn-rate properties could be made. However, the next two sample sets exhibit similar 
mass loading and differing particle morphology. Figure 32 c) shows burn-rate 
characteristics of the temperature controlled studies (0°C, 23°C, 80°C) at constant 
500mM precursor concentration and 5min reaction time. One of the four 0°C specimens 
had caught fire on one of its edges and had exceeded 4″ within 12s and despite the flame 
quickly self-extinguishing before 14s, failed NFPA 705. However, the remaining 75% 
had supported only glowing combustion and passed NFPA 705. The 23°C samples 
follows the same description provided for the 500mM / 5min reaction samples discussed 
above (because they are the same samples). Interestingly, the 80°C samples had exhibited 
an average mass loading that is 3 wt.% higher than the 0°C samples, yet all of 80°C 
samples had supported a dim bluish flame that, although not exceeding 4″ within 12s, had 
not self-extinguished by 14s and all had failed the test.  
 With similar loading concentrations, the dissimilar burn-rate characteristics 
between the 0°C and 80°C samples may be due to differences in particle morphology. 
Recalling the discussion in the previous section, the 0°C and 23°C samples are decorated 
with a similar areal densities of 0.35 – 1.0µm and 0.1 - 0.3µm particles, respectively. On 
the other hand, the 80°C samples showed continuous nanofilms comprised of 20 – 40nm 
particles with a sparse concentration of larger particles. The predominant difference 
between the 80°C sample and the 0°C and 23°C samples are the arrays of larger particles 
which might have played a key role as an physical oxygen barrier. It is likely that 
nanoparticle coatings provide ample diffusion pathways for oxygen to reach the fiber 
surface at a rate supporting a dim flame. The relatively large microparticle arrays may 
slow oxygen diffusion across the ZHS coating and will be referred as the “particle array 
 theory”. The result is not entirely surprising, as similar findings have been reported by 
Devaux et. al where organoclay surface coated cotton, up to 60 wt.%, showed little 
improvement towards heat release rates via cone calorimetry
unlike ZHS, don’t exhibit endothermal dehydration, one might expect that the 60wt.% 
coating would impart better FR characteristics than it had. It may be that fibers decorated 
with arrays of particles ≥100nm outperform continuous coa
Figure 32: Burn-rate trends of ZHS
concentration at 1hr reaction time; 
time; (c) Reaction temperature at 5min reaction time and 500mM precursor 
concentration; (d) Reaction time at constant 500mM soaking concentration. All reactions, 
other than the temperature dependent study, were carried out at room temperature.  
 The similar morphology and 
Figure 29 d, e, f and g) and 
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. Although organoclays, 
tings of nanoparticles <50nm.
-coated cotton as a function of: (a) Precursor soaking 
(b) Precursor soaking concentration at 5min reaction 
burn-rates of time-dependent studies shown in
Figure 32 d), respectively, further support the particle array 
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theory. All of the time-dependent samples exhibit microparticles atop a layer of 
nanoparticles and demonstrate similar burn-rate behavior and pass NFPA 705. Of all the 
ZHS-coated cotton samples in this study, the only samples made at 500mM precursor 
concentration (independent of reaction time or temperature) that failed NFPA 705 are the 
ones practically without an array of microparticles atop a nanoparticle coating.  
 Oxygen diffusion may not be the only factor at play. Nanoparticles below 100nm 
are known to have melting points lower than their bulk counterparts123. The FR benefits 
of the endothermic dehydration work best when the decomposition temperature of the FR 
is closely coupled with the 350°C pyrolysis temperature of cotton3. DSC identified a 
strong endotherm at ~267°C from decomposition of ZHS to ZnSnO3 93. Although less 
than ideal, the decomposition temperature of ZHS and pyrolysis temperature of cotton 
appear to be close enough to partially benefit to the flame retardancy seen in this study. 
However, these reported numbers are bulk values. ZHS nanoparticles almost certainly 
decompose below the reported 267°C, bringing the temperature match farther away from 
the ideal 350°C, and therefore may play a role in the limited effectiveness of the ZHS 
nanoparticle coating seen in the 80°C sample.   
 Moving away from the discussion of ZHS, Figure 33 a, b, c and d) depicts the 
burn-rate characteristics of CHS-coated cotton samples synthesized under the same 
parameter alterations that had been described for ZHS. Overall, there is a general 
decrease in time to ignition and burn-rate for all CHS-treated samples with respect to the 
control. However, unlike ZHS samples which demonstrated a marked decrease in burn-
rate with each increase in concentration, the CHS samples do not provide such an 
obvious trend. 
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 Figure 33 a) shows the effect of precursor concentration (1hr reaction time) has 
on burn-rate characteristics. Samples made at 10mM, 100mM and 250mM show similar 
burn-rate characteristics independent of their respective mass loading (Figure 23). Each 
was quickly consumed by a decreasingly bright orange flame without self-extinguishing 
and all had failed NFPA 705. The 500mM samples saw a drastic decrease in the overall 
burn-rate. Unlike the 500mM ZHS samples, CHS samples exhibit parabolic trending 
burn-rates suggesting the presence of flaming combustion, which indeed is the case. The 
500mM CHS samples supported a slow traveling dim blue flame that had spread over the 
entirety of each sample and although not exceeding the 4″ mark within 12s, did not 
extinguish and failed NFPA 705. Although at substantially higher loading, 1000mM 
samples received only a small decrease in the burn-rate. The parabolic trend points to 
flaming combustion, which was the case. A small edge bound flame slowly traveled up 
the sample and quickly self-extinguished before 14s. All of the 1000mM samples had 
passed NFPA 705. 
 Even when the ZHS and CHS coatings exhibited similar particle morphology and 
mass loading, ZHS’s performance was superior. The single endothermic phase change of 
CHS during combustion may be at the root of the cause. The burn-induced dual 
endothermic phase change of ZHS likely adsorbs higher quantities of heat through 
decomposition of ZnSn(OH)6 and ZnSnO3, which have both been demonstrated as a 
flame retardants19. 
 Looking to the CHS precursor concentration control study (5min reaction time) in 
Figure 33 b), the typical trend ensues. As precursor concentration increases, burn-rate 
decreases. The mass loading between the precursor concentration dependent samples 
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made at 1hr and 5min reaction time are similar, and for the most part, so are the burn-rate 
characteristics. Both 100mM and 250mM samples exhibit comparable orange flames that 
consume the samples and fail NFPA 705. Interestingly the 500mM samples exhibited 
notably decreased burn-rate. One of the four 500mM samples had passed NFPA 705 with 
an orange edge-centered flame that quickly extinguished prior to 14s. Two others had 
exceeded the 4″ mark and failed the test while the remaining sample also failed with an 
orange flame covering most of the fabric area. Although the flame had exceeded 4″ and 
continued to burn beyond 14s, it did extinguish at ~16s before consuming the entirety of 
the sample. None of the 1000mM samples had supported flaming combustion and all had 
passed NFPA 705. Overall, as precursor concentration increased, the burn-rate 
characteristics improved. The 1000mM samples were the only samples that had 
unanimously passed NFPA 705.  
Figure 33 c) shows the effect that reaction temperature (at 500mM and 5min 
reaction) has on burn-rate characteristics. Two of the four samples made at 0°C supported 
a dim orange flame that had self-extinguished within a second or two. The remaining had 
supported only glowing combustion and all had passed NFPA 705. The 23°C samples 
experienced a marked increase in burn-rates despite similar mass loading and 
morphology. A dim orange flame covered al all the sample’s surfaces and had self-
extinguished before 14s. Only one of the four samples had passed NFPA 705, while the 
remainder had failed with the flame exceeding the 4″ mark. The burn-rate plot of the 
80°C sample is misleading. Although the samples exhibited a slower burn-rates than 
those made at 23°C, each sample was fully consumed with a dim orange flame and all 
 had failed NFPA 705. The result suggests that burn
characterize flame retardancy in this setup. 
Figure 33: Alterations towards the burn
Precursor soaking concentration at 1hr reaction time; 
at 5min reaction time; (c) Reaction temperature at 5min reaction time and 500mM 
precursor concentration; (d) Reaction t
reactions, other than the temperature dependent study, were carried out at room 
temperature.   
 Figure 33 d) the role 
All samples in the group exhibited mass
been established for ZHS, along
theory, as the minimum loading required to prevent flaming combustion and
pass NFPA 705. However, these samples were 
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-rate alone is not sufficient to 
 
-rate of CHS-coated cotton as a results of: 
(b) Precursor soaking concentration 
ime at constant 500mM soaking concentration. All 
of reaction time (500mM and 23°C) towards CHS burn
 loading of ~24 ± 1 wt.%, which had previously 
 with particle morphology adhering to the particle array 
typical of CHS samples made at 500mM 
 
(a) 
-rate. 
 consistently 
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and therefore each had been consumed with a dim orange flame and failed NFPA 705. 
This sample set proved that CHS, even with similar mass loading and morphology, does 
not perform as well as its ZHS counterpart, possibly due to the single endothermic phase 
change. Overall the CHS coated cotton exhibited similar morphologies despite the varied 
synthesis parameters and the major factor affecting the average burn-rate of CHS-coated 
cotton appears to be mass loading.  
 A quick note regarding the durability of CHS particle coatings is as follows. 
Samples made at 1000mM and 1hr reaction time, showed a continuous interpenetrating 
microcube film, while those at 5min reaction time showed a high areal density cube film 
and both were generally the only sample sets to have passed NFPA 705. Unfortunately 
the continuous microcube film had easily delaminated, leaving many bare spots that 
contributed to the short lasting flaming combustion. On the other hand, samples made at 
5min and 1000mM showed little delamination and correspondingly did not support 
flaming combustion. This suggests that high areal density particles may be more durable 
than continuous microcubes films, and therefore provide better practical flame 
retardancy. However, further study is needed to quantify the effect. 
5.2.5 Cone Calorimetry Results and Discussion 
 Cone calorimetry is regarded as the “gold standard” in flame testing by providing 
measurements of ignitability, heat release rates, mass loss rates, effective heat of 
combustion and visible smoke production of materials and products. The relatively thin 
0.7mm cotton samples (6mm samples are typical in cone calorimetry), in this research 
produced data at the resolution limit of mass and smoke detection in the cone calorimeter 
so only heat release rates (HRR), time-to-ignition (TTI) and time-of-flame (TOF) values 
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are reported here. A more detailed description of cone calorimetry is provided in section 
1.4.3.  
 Sample morphology was controlled through precursor concentration (1hr reaction 
time) at room temperature. The common notation that will be used to refer to samples 
combines the hydroxystannate abbreviation with the precursor concentration. For 
example, ZHS250 refers to the ZHS-coated sample made at 250mM precursor 
concentration. Three samples of each hydroxystannate formulation were exposed to 
25kW/m2 and 35kW/m2 applied radiant heat fluxes, including a cotton control and 
commercially available flame retardant cotton, Proban™. Increases in the time-of-
ignition (TTI), and decreases in time-of-flame (TOF) and HHR are considered desirable 
flame retardant properties as they correlate to additional escape/intervention time and/or 
reducing the risk of the fire spreading to its surroundings.   
 The average TTI and TOF values from ZHS and CHS-coated cotton systems are 
presented in Table 8. With the exception of ZHS1000, samples exposed to 25kW/m2 
radiation exhibited a TTI value equal to or less than the control. At 35kW/m2, ZHS100, 
ZHS250 and ZHS500 show TTI values about 2s less than the control while ZHS1000 was 
8s greater. This result is in contrast to the burn-rate plots (Figure 32 a)) where the cotton 
control ignited most rapidly. ZHS-coated cotton samples generally exhibited a decrease 
in the TOF for each successive increase of precursor concentration, likely due to the 
oxygen barrier effect. All the ZHS samples and the control had shown TTI values greater 
than Proban™. 
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 At 25kW/m2 heat flux, all the CHS-coated samples showed TTI values equal to or 
greater than the control with the biggest improvements of TTI and TOF with CHS500 
and CHS1000. As a comparison, Proban™ succumbed to the quickest ignition of any 
sample in the study, however it had exhibited a very short TOF. This may be due to the 
different modes of action between the hydroxystannate and Proban™ flame retardants. 
Proban™ is based on tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium salts with urea and ammonia. 
Upon heating, reaction with the cellulose limits the overall accumulative production of 
flammable volatiles and promotes char formation through quick pyrolysis3. However, the 
char formation mechanism quickly produces a limited amount of flammable volatiles 
which may be rapidly consumed by short-duration flaming combustion. The resulting 
flame characteristics are quick flaming ignition, short TOF and no glowing combustion. 
 Surface coated hydroxystannates, on the other hand, operate mainly through 
physical means as a thermal/oxygen barrier and typically delays the onset of combustion3, 
17, 19, 36
. However this was not the case for ZHS100, ZHS250 and ZHS500, which 
produced TTI values less than the control. Further study is required to quantify this 
effect. 
 At 35kW/m2 heat flux, Table 8 shows that CHS100 and CHS250 offered limited 
protection with TTI values close to the control and a relative increase of the TOF. 
CHS500 and CHS1000 performed well, showing enhanced TTI and decreased TOF likely 
related to the oxygen barrier properties of the hydroxystannate films and may be 
explained as follows: 
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Cone Calorimeter Ignition Data 
 ZHS CHS 
25kW/m2: TTI (s) TOF (s) 
PHRR 
(kW/m2) TTI TOF 
PHRR 
(kW/m2) 
Control 18 45 225 18 45 225 
100mM 16 44 188 20 44 202 
250mM 18 25 138 19 51 183 
500mM 17 19 90 21 29 142 
1000mM 24 20 37 25 25 77 
Proban 15 16 115 15 16 115 
 35kW/m2:   
Control 12 29 215 12 29 215 
100mM 10 46 195 12 37 200 
250mM 10 37 130 13 40 176 
500mM 10 16 85 14 29 142 
1000mM 20 25 25 21 30 65 
Proban 8 18  129 8 18 129 
Table 8: Cone calorimetry time-to-ignition (TTI) and time-of-flame (TOF) average data 
from a cotton control, CHS and ZHS-coated cotton at the given concentration and 1hr 
reaction time.  
 First, it is important to know that cotton is characterized by three decomposition 
stages3. In the first stage (300 – 400°C), cellulose decomposes into a relatively low 
stability aliphatic char and flammable volatiles. In the second stage (400 – 600°C), the 
aliphatic char decomposes into more stable oxidized and aromatic chars. In the third stage 
(800 – 900°C) the most stable chars are oxidized into CO/CO2 etc. Normally, virgin 
cotton exhibits flaming combustion through at least stage II of pyrolysis. However, with 
the limited supply of oxygen reaching the fiber surface, the second stage chars may only 
oxidize through glowing combustion. It may be that the TOF of CHS500 and CHS1000, 
at both 25 and 35kW/m2 heat fluxes, correlates with the duration of stage I of cellulose 
combustion when the highest volume of relatively low stability flammable volatiles are 
produced. During the transition to stage II combustion, it is reasonable to estimate that 
the flame is extinguished by the low supply of oxygen reaching the fiber surface, leaving 
 chars of higher stability to combust through glow
calorimetry tests.  
 Figure 34 a, b, c and
control, Proban™, ZHS and CHS
correspond to ZHS-coated cotton exposed to 25kW/m
increase of precursor concentration produced
(PHRR) as outlined in Table 
ZHS250 and higher than both
heat flux.  
Figure 34: Cone calorimetry heat release rates
flame retardant Proban™ cotton with
35kW/m2 heat flux, respectively: 
35kW/m2 heat flux, respectively
 Figure 34 c) and d) show the CHS
35kW/m2 heat fluxes, respectively. At 25kW/m
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, which is not taken into account 
 d) shows typical heat release (HRR) curves for 
-coated cotton samples. The data in Figure 
2
 and 35kW/m2, respectively. Each 
 a noticeable drop in peak heat release rate 
8. Proban™ shows average PHRR values 
 ZHS500 and ZHS1000 at both 25kW/m2 and 35kW/
 of a cotton control, commercially available 
: (a) and (b) ZHS-coated cotton at 25 kW/m
(c) and (d) CHS-coated cotton at 25 kW/m
. 
-cotton samples exposed to 25kW/m
2
 heat flux, CHS100 showed a slight 
in cone 
the cotton 
34 a) and b) 
lower than 
m2 
 
2
 and 
2
 and 
2
 and 
 decrease in the average PHRR as compared with the control and CHS250 shows a 
noticeable decrease, as outlined in 
and compared well with Proban
group. When exposed to 35kW/m
the control, with all others in the set decreasing with ea
concentration.  
 An interesting correlation between the burn
graphically depicted in Figure 
strongly as does ZHS (R2 = 0.97) but nonetheless there is a strong linear dependence 
between the two.  
Figure 35: Peak heat release rates as a function of burn
cotton samples made at 100mM, 250mM, 500mM and 1
and 1hr reaction time with best
 The result is surprising given the differences between the two tests. For example, 
NFPA 705 exposes the bottom
On the other hand, horizontally mounted
uniform radiant heat flux for as long as it is required for flaming combustion to start and 
finish. The result suggests that textile burn
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Table 8. CHS500 displayed further decrease in PHRR, 
™, while CHS1000 exhibited the best performance in the 
2
, CHS100 showed a slightly lower average PHRR than 
ch increase in precursor 
-rate values and PHRR values is 
35. The CHS trend line (R2 = 0.77) does not correlate as 
 
-rate for ZHS and CHS
000mM precursor concentrations 
-fit linear trend lines.   
 of a vertically mounted sample to a small flame
 cone calorimetry samples are exposed to a 
-rates attained through the method outlined in 
-coated 
 for 12s. 
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this work may closely relate to its performance to PHRR in cone calorimetry. The finding 
has potential implications in the field of textile flame retardancy with the possibility to 
estimate PHRR of textiles with simply obtained burn-rate analysis. However, more work 
is needed to better quantify and confirm the finding.  
5.3 Chapter Conclusions 
 ZnSn(OH)6 and CaSn(OH)6 micro and nano-particle films have been synthesized 
onto cotton textiles using an environmentally friendly precipitation reaction between 
sodium stannates and the corresponding metal nitrates. It was found that the precursor 
concentration, regardless of reaction time or temperature, dictates ZHS and CHS mass 
loading (wt.%). 
 Samples produced at a 1hr reaction time showed typically showed micron-sized 
particles atop a continuous nanoparticle film. A clear morphology evolution with 
increasing precursor concentration was identified, suggesting Gibbs-Thompson ripening. 
Samples produced by altering precursor concentration at a 5min reaction time showed a 
similar morphology trend. Mass loading (wt. %) was found to be linearly dependent of 
precursor concentration. 
 Temperature dependent studies showed nearly constant mass loading throughout 
the ZHS sample set. As reaction temperature increased, the size of the micron-sized 
particles had decreased while the size of the nanoparticles had increased. Samples made 
by altering the reaction time showed continuous nanoparticle films decorated with larger 
micron-scale particles. With increasing reaction time the particles transformed from 
agglomerate spheroids to smooth textured cuboids following Gibbs-Thompson ripening. 
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  All ZHS samples exhibited a low degree of crystallinity showing only low-
intensity peaks identified in respective x-ray diffraction patterns. FIB milling, SEM, 
STEM and TEM analysis suggest ZHS particles contain an amorphous core with thin 
polycrystalline shell. Post-burn XRD analysis confirmed dual endothermic phase change 
with the presence high-intensity ZnSnO3 and Zn2SnO4 crystalline peaks.  
 All ZHS treated cotton samples had imparted a positive enhancement towards 
flame retardancy. Each subsequent increase to precursor concentration produced slower 
average burn-rates. Typically, samples made at 500mM and 1000mM passed NFPA 705 
while those at low concentration had failed the test. Their flame retardancy was attributed 
to two major mechanisms including dual endothermic phase and thermal and oxygen 
barrier effects for samples with mass loading greater than 24 wt.% and a continuous 
nanofilm decorated with an array of micro-sized particles.  
 All as-synthesized CHS samples, with the exception of the ones made at 10mM 
precursor concentration, exhibited a high degree of crystallinity, as revealed by XRD 
analysis. Post-burn samples show the presence of CaSnO3 and SnO, suggesting 
combustion had only induced a single endothermic phase change.  
 The major factor influencing CHS particle morphology was precursor 
concentration. CHS samples created at 10mM precursor concentration and 1hr reaction 
time produced only a continuous coating of nanoparticles. All other samples in the set 
showed larger particles sitting atop a nanoparticle film and exhibited Gibbs-Thompson 
ripening with increasing precursor concentration, temperature and time.  
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 The single combustion-induced endothermal dehydration of CHS produced less 
effective flame retardancy than ZHS. CHS samples made at 1000mM and ~30 wt.% were 
the only samples to pass NFPA 705. 
 Average cone calorimetry time-to-ignition results of ZHS-coated cotton samples 
show similar or better performance at both 25kW/m2 and 35kW/m2 applied heat fluxes 
when compared to the control. ZHS-coated cotton samples exposed to 25kW/m2 exhibit 
decreasing time-of-flame values corresponding with increase in precursor concentration. 
At 35kW/m2 only the 500mM and 1000mM showed time-of-flame values lower than the 
control.  
 Time-to-ignition results of CHS-coated cotton samples were similar or better than 
the control at both 25kW/m2 and 35kW/m2 heat fluxes. Time-of-flame measurements 
made at 25kW/m2 typically showed an overall decrease with each increase of precursor 
concentration. ProbanTM samples showed the lowest time-to-ignition and time-of-flame 
values of all tested samples at both applied heat fluxes. The reason is attributed to the 
chemical char forming properties of the ProbanTM systems versus the physical barrier and 
endothermic decomposition effects of the surface coated hydroxystannates. 
 All peak heat release rate (PHRR) data shows typical bell-curve style trends. All 
ZHS and CHS-coated cotton samples showed subsequent PHRR decreases with each 
increase of precursor concentration. At both applied heat fluxes, PHRR of ZHS500 and 
ZHS1000 were lower than commercially available ProbanTM while only CHS1000 
sample were lower than those of ProbanTM. 
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 The relative decrease in PHRRs of hydroxystannate samples correlated well with 
corresponding average burn-rate trends. With further development, this correlation may 
help simplify textile fire safety testing by replacing PHRR extraction using expensive 
cone calorimetry with relatively simple burn-rate data acquisition.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Outlook 
 Through this dissertation work, we have successfully provided two new synthesis 
and processing methodologies for inorganic hydroxystannate fire retardant nanomaterials. 
One is hydrothermal synthesis of ZHS nano- and/or micro-particles on metallic tin 
substrates, and the other is co-precipitation of ZnSn(OH)6 and CaSn(OH)6 directly on 
textiles fibers. Both methods are based on inexpensive, environmentally friendly 
precursors and efficient room temperature or low-temperature solution-based processes. 
Each method allows morphology alteration through simple adjustments precursor 
chemicals, concentration, reaction time and temperature. This study helps advance the 
promising future of advanced hydroxystannate/stannate based applications, which may be 
considered in their technological infancy at this time. Below are the major conclusions 
drawn from this dissertation. 
6.1 Conclusions and Outlook: Low Temperature Seedless Solution Synthesis of 
Zinc Hydroxystannate on Tin Substrates  
 Single crystalline ZHS cube films on pure tin substrates were synthesized in a 
one-step hydrothermal process. The cube size and areal density was tuned with alteration 
of the reactants 1, 3 diaminopropane and hexamethylenetetramine which assisted etching 
of oxidized Sn surfaces and was found to play an important role in the nucleation and 
growth of zinc hydroxystannate cubes on these substrates. DSC and TGA confirmed 
endothermic dehydration of ZHS into amorphous ZnSnO3 at ∼540 K producing 
roughened crystal faces along with the appearance of nanosized asperities.  
 The result of this work has provided a new route towards the synthesis of zinc 
hydroxystannate (ZHS). Although the application of ZHS is mainly limited to flame 
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retardancy, which does little for tin substrates, it is the precursor to the technologically 
relevant ZnSnO3 and Zn2SnO4 compounds, as described in section 1.5. Many applications 
are electronic, requiring interfacing with conducting or semiconducting substrates for 
exploitation. Many of the described ZHS synthesis methods in section 1.5 involve 
freestanding precipitates and/or requires post-processing to interface with a desired 
substrate. This adds an additional processing step(s), without the guarantee of an ideal 
electrical interface. However, the direct synthesis on metallic tin in this work had 
eliminated the need of interface post-processing. 
 It is hoped that the insights provided though the reported methodology will inspire 
researchers to explore similar synthesis methods for sustainable hydroxystannate and 
other technologically relevant materials. Many of the stannate materials have shown a 
wide array of applications, however their study remains mostly in its infancy, which is 
partially attributed with the lack of robustness or control in existing synthesis methods. 
As robust and cost-effective processing methods are developed, stannate based 
applications will continue advance as a contender for the next generation of technological 
sustainable materials. 
6.2 Conclusions and outlook: Zinc Hydroxystannate Coated Lightweight 
Polyester, Nylon and Cotton 
 As a proof on concept, ZHS particle coatings have been successfully synthesized 
as a surface coating on polyester, nylon and cotton textiles with a simple co-precipitation 
process, using environmentally friendly reactants of sodium stannate, and zinc nitrate. 
The coating’s effect towards flame retardancy was assessed with NFPA 705 and ASTM 
D6413 standardized tests. Nylon and polyester systems show little or negative effect 
towards flame retardancy, partially as a result of the scaffolding effect ZHS had imparted 
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to the thermoplastic polymer textiles and both had failed NFPA 705. Without ZHS, 
polyester was found to quickly shrink away from the flame source or self-extinguish by 
shedding the burning portion of material. However ZHS had restricted the intrinsic 
shrinkage of polyester which had limited its ability to escape the ignition or shed burning 
material, producing negative results. Ultimately this result didn’t disprove ZHS as a 
flame retardant on nylon and polyester, as it has already been proven to protect both 
when used as a filler.  
 The major breakthrough was the positive flame retardancy effect ZHS-coating 
imparted on cotton. While untreated cotton burnt quickly by flaming combustion and 
failed NFPA 705, ZHS-coated cotton exhibited a drastic decrease in burn-rate and had 
supported only glowing combustion, which had produced a passing grade in NFPA 705. 
This proof-of-concept paved the way for the advanced work presented in the Chapter 5.  
6.3 Conclusions and Outlook: Hydroxystannate Coated Textiles: Synthesis, 
Characterization and In-Depth Flame Retardancy Evaluation 
 ZnSn(OH)6 and CaSn(OH)6 nano and micro particles had been successfully 
synthesized on cotton textiles using a facile room temperature solution co-precipitation 
processing technique. Through alterations to the nucleation and growth kinetics via 
changes in precursor concentration, reaction time and temperature, the particle 
morphology and size distribution were systematically controlled. The durability of the 
coatings made in Chapter 5 is much improved over the similar method reported in the 
Chapter 4 by reducing the number of processing steps; reducing the quantity of chemical 
precursors required; increasing observable durability of the hydroxystannate coating; 
expanding the method to CHS systems; and allowing for morphology control. 
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 NFPA 705, burn-rate analysis and cone calorimetry characterized flame 
retardancy characteristics. Most ZHS-coated cotton samples made at 500mM and 
1000mM had passed NFPA 705 by supporting only glowing combustion as a result of 
morphology induced oxygen barrier properties and dual endothermic phase changes. 
Morphology and mass loading were shown to influence the effectiveness of the barrier 
properties and therefore both play major roles towards flame retardancy.    
 The only CHS-coated cotton samples that passed NFPA 705 were made at 0°C 
(500mM) and 1000mM (1hr and 5min reaction times). XRD analysis had shown only a 
single endothermic phase change and was likely the reason for the lower flame 
retardancy performance as compared with ZHS.  
 Time-to-ignition data obtained though cone calorimetry at 25kW/m2 and 
35kW/m2 applied heat fluxes had shown that all of the tested CHS and ZHS formations 
had exhibited delayed ignition when compared with the commercially available cotton, 
Proban™. The reason lies within the char forming mechanism of Proban™, which 
quickly produces a limited amount of flammable volatiles leading to quick ignition and 
quick extinction.  
 Each subsequent increase in hydroxystannate precursor concentration showed a 
decrease in the peak heat release rates (PHRR) associated with hydroxystannate-coated 
cotton systems. ZHS samples made at 500mM and 1000mM precursor concentration and 
CHS samples made at 1000mM show lower PHRR values than Proban™. Average burn-
rate data was shown to correlate well with PHRR data suggesting simple inexpensive 
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burn-rate analysis in textiles may provide correlative results in PHRR data obtained from 
expensive cone calorimetry.   
 Cone calorimetry is considered the gold standard in fire safety analysis. Heat 
release data is strongly correlated with a material’s safety performance in fire situations. 
However, the cone calorimeter isn’t accessible to everyone. It is expensive and requires 
daily maintenance and upkeep. With further research and development, it may be 
possible to establish a unique correlation between burn-rate analysis and peak heat 
release values, potentially bypassing the use of the cone calorimeter for PHRR values. 
6.4 Overall Conclusions and Outlook 
 With the EPA mandated phase out of the dominant bromated flame retardants by 
2014, there is a need for alternative sustainable flame retardant systems to fill the market 
void. Consequently this knowledge changes the way we think about sustainability. It is 
common to think of going “green” as use of clean fuel sources, not wasting water and 
things of that sort. But how many have ever given thought towards the sustainability of 
flame retardant materials? The overwhelming majority has not; meanwhile toxic 
bromated flame retardants have accumulated throughout the world’s eco-system. It 
makes one wonder how many commonly used materials, chemicals and practices used for 
commercial products etc. are unsustainable. The answer is most likely shocking. It is 
hoped that this research not only advances the scientific understanding of 
hydroxystannates and their flame retardant application, but also to advance awareness of 
the many faces of sustainability stretching far beyond energy and global warming.   
  Towards the practical end, enhanced understanding has been gained though this 
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exploration and analyses of hydroxystannates as cellulosic flame retardant materials. The 
simplicity of synthesis is hoped to bring increased awareness to fire safety while sparking 
novel, yet simple, ideas to multifunctional nanomaterial synthesis and application for 
quicker adaption of a commercial product. The demonstration in fire protection of textiles 
will showcase the feasibility of non-toxic, adaptable flame retardant systems, ultimately 
decreasing fatalities and the economic impact associated with accidental fires.   
 Overall, the future of sustainability, hydroxystannates and flame retardancy are 
bright indeed. The world is starting to look into the issues of sustainability in energy, fire 
safety and many more. Although this work is only a drop in the pond with respect to all 
the other great research and development, it has hopefully provided new insights and 
thoughts to those who have read it, and consequently it will have made a finite 
improvement in the world. 
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